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THE HISTORIC WHITE HOUSE
;

Notification Speech Is Made By Senator
Elihu Root of New York
EXECUTIVE RESPONDS IN 8I11PLE LANGUAGE
Declares He Is for the Preservation of the Constitutional Government, the Upholding of the Rightful Authority of the Courts
and All Safe Measures Which Will Lead to Greater NaSays Tariff Is Not Responsible
for High Cost of Living

Prosperity
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ktter as the

was that of the maintenance of the
nation's institutions and the preservation of the consttlutlon, threatened,
he said, on the one hand by th'e democratic party and on the other by
those republicans who had left the
party to try their fortunes in a new
one.
In discussing the tariff the presi
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campaign develops
The supreme Issae that confronts
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PROGRESSIVES CONTROL SENATE
Washington, Aug. 1. The senate
today gave to the democratic-progressivrepublican tariff alliance comcontrol of the senate conference
plete
committees on the wool tariff, sugar
tariff and excise tax bills.
Senator Simmons, democrat,' and
Senator Penrose, republican, joined In
moving that the senate stick to Its
amendments to the three bills and ask
IT 13 SAID NOT TO HAVE BEEN for conferences with the house.
UNCOMMON
TO COLLECT
On the wool tariff WH and thei excise
tax
bill the conferees named were
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James II. ifiorpe Says He is Negotiating

Senator La Follette, progressive re
'"With
publican and Stenator Bailey and SimHAVE FI51EST0 E1W IT mons, democrats. Senator Bailey will
be chairman of the excise tax conference. On the sugar bill those named
REGULAR SCHEDULE OF PRICES
were Senators Penrose and Lodge,
WOULD WOniC A DODDLE SHIFT CONTINUALLY
CHARGED FOR DIFFERENT
regulars, and Bristow, progressive re"GRAFTS"
Simpublican, Senators Bailey and
mons, democrats. The adoption of the
democrat-Insurgen- t
Is lexpected to
It is His Belief The Reservoir Could be Ready For Impounding
CGNFE5SI01 hvlnrt ftKrrnt co rl v plan
trtrmfyia Hnn nt nil
Broker' Has
the tariff differences between the two H Water Before The Arrival of Next Summer
houses.
Wide
And
DISTRICT ATTORNEY INVESTIGATHas
Handled Las Vegas Bonds
AcquaintING CLOSELY THE ROSENTHAL
as Well as Great Faith in Its Fuance in

Trustees Dedardind Terms'

dEATIM

dent said' that it was untrue that to
ThisCiiy
DENVER DEMOCRATS MEET.
Its door could be traced the high
KILLING
tureWill Remain Until After Meeting of Grant
Denver, Cal., Aug. 1. The Denver
cost of living. As an Issue only less
Board Monday Morning
county democratic convention to seImportant than the tariff the prest
New York, Aug. 1. Steps , toward lect delegates to the state assembly
dent placed the regulation of trusts.
corroboration of the confessions In Pueblo, August 6, was scheduled
He said the Sherman law had been the
Police Lieutenant Becker to open here at 11 o'clock this mornimplicating
Providing that mutually satisfactory contract for the completion of the reenforced with success. Taft did not
in the murder of Gambler Herman Ro ing. Early today It was doubtful If terms can be peached with the board servoir, stopped operations on account
mention either Colonel Roosevelt or
are to be taken carefully and the county meeting would go beyond of trustees of the Las Vegas grant of the extreme cold. Mr, Pierce died
Governor Woodrow Wilson by name, senthal
6lowly so that, as District Attorney the selection of delegates.
James R. Thorpe, a Denver capitalist before spring and nothing has been
but referred to each.
Whitman says, the "whole truth of
and broker, will undertake the com done since his death. Mr. Pierce was
"I know that In this wide country
T
between the gamblers
relations
the
of the big irrigation project on making great progress and undoubted
who
are
pletion
there
call themselves
many
and the police will come out."
the grant north of this city. Mr. ly would have completed the task: If
EIRS.
GRACE
ADMITS
democrats, who view with the same
The appearance of Sam Schepps Is
Thorpe Is in the city and expects to death had not ended his labors.
aversion that we republicans do, the
awaited" at the prosecutor's of
keenly
The grant board has been busy tor
remain until after the next regular
radical propositions of ehange in our
fice. Schepps, according to the story
some
will
time straightening out legal
which
of
board,
the
grant
form of government that are reck
SHOOTING HUSBAND meeting
told by Rose to the district attorney,!
occur on next Monday morning. He technicalities caused by the failure of
lessly- - advanced to satisfy what is
received $1,000 In bills from Rose
was In Las Vegas several weeks ago Mr. Camfleld to complete his consupposed to be popular clamor," said
which Becker had handed him. Rose
over the situation, after1 which tract Should Mr, Thorpe present a
looking
the president. "To them I appeal
HIS
to Ha'-- DECLARES , HE RECEIVED
this
money
gave
Schepps
says
wenirto
he
Washington to examine the proposition that looks good or ehouia
as to all republicans, to Join us In an
WOUND DURING A
as
Known
'
the annual runoff of acceptable terms be agreed upon, H
records
showing
earnest effort (to avert the political ry Horowit3jw,ot,Derw)se
SCUFFLE.
fMb. the I)!cJ " an.1 Ijoiils Rosen- water In the Csllinas canyon. Mr. la thought not unlikely th Denver
and economic revolution and business
returned to Las Vegas last. capitalist will be given (ke &l'z of
paralysis which republican defeat will
Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 1. Outlining the Thorpe
''Dago Prank" Cerofici and Shapiro,
will he joined biere soon by completing the irrigation .'gBta01?
and
'
night
In
defense
bring about."
the
trial of Daisy Opie
owner of the
and
chauufeur
the
joint
and
other irrigation experts
enengineers
After reviewing the legislative
were taken before the Grace, accused of having attempted
ELECTION IN DOUBT.
will make a careful investigation
who
.
actments of the republican party the murder car,
Mi-skill
her husband, counsel for
The Infer- to
this
acmorning.
to
Jury
be
grand
Ida., Aug. l. The nominee
Boise,
work
that
of
the
done,
yet
a
at
Into
launched
bitter
president
Grace today told the jury that Grace
was that "Dago Frank" had con
and the feasibility of the for governor of Idaho on the republicomplished
tack upon "those responsible for the ence
received a bullqt wound during a
fessed and that his statement was suf
can ticket selected at Tuesday's priproject in general.
popular unrest of the pxesent day."
''
taken im- - scuffle with his wife after a quarrel
warrant
their
ficient
to
being
to Mr. Thorpe mary still is In doubt
their
Should
Joha,M.
report'
"Started by sensational Journalism
over
of
sale
the
her
property.
Mr.
before ihe grand jury,
be satisfactory and should an agree- Hainea, Boise, has a lead of 500 over
and unjust and unprincipled muck- medlaly
Grace
The
declared
that
attorney
Whitman said:
with the Las Vegas Paul Clagstone in the returns recelT-eraking," he said, "demagogues have
tried to shoot his wife after choking ment be reached,
been
has
Frank"
positively
'Dago
but half the precincts in the state
Denver
the
capitalist like- - r
board,
seized the opportunity to Inflame tine
fol- grant
identified as one of the men who shot her and during the scuffle which
for ar yet to be heard from. Possibly
assume
will
the
responsibility
turn
mind
the
ly
that
they might
public
lowed the weapon was discharged.
Rosenthal."
the completion of the irrigation sys- second .choice votes may decide the
peculiar condition to their own adcontest In which event Clagstone will
not
Statement
tem. ,,;
Extravagant
i
vantage."
have
the advantage
a
repin
seen
afternoon
this
by
When
The statement of Jack Rose, the
In the formation of new parties, the
BlPEACDDEirr CHARGE resentative
Mr.
an
of
The
that
case
Thorpe
Optic
Rosenthal
men
In
the
have
these
promformer,
president said,
TODAY'S BASEBALL
admitted that he Is Seriously considerised the satisfaction of unrest by the annual tribute of $2,400,000 has been
E!AY
work
BE
National League
the
a
to
DISUSED
"from
completion
the
toy
a
of
gamblers
carrying
exacted
police
ing
panacea.
application
New York, Aug. 1. iNjew York woa'
undertaken by the Camfield Develop
"In the ultimate analysis, I fear, the and others for protection is not con
the first game of a double header toment company. He said:
equal opportunity which those seek sidered extravagant by those familiar
"A short time ago Mr. Camfleld ask- day. Score:
social jus- with the underworld of New York City. HOUSE tOMMITTEE RECOMMENDS
who proclaim the
DROPPING OF HANFORD
R.H.E.
ed me if I would be willing to finish
According to one authority the
tice, involves a forced division of
5 9 1
CASE
the project. He urged me to Investi- New York
property and that means socialism. 1 amount collected in 1899 by the "com
wishI
4 11 2
if
Cincinnati
ascertain
and
hundred
conditions
no
Is
was
national bine"
as follows: Four
venture to eay there
gate
Batteries Wlltse
and
Washington, Aug. I. A report, re ed to take hold of the undertaking. I
Meyers;
administration In which more real pool rooms, $300. each per month, $1,- Im came heer at once and familiarized Humphries, Benton and McLean.
steps of progress have been taken 440,000; 300 crap games, $150 each commending the dismissal of the
than In the present one. But as for per tmonth, $900,000 ; 200 gambling peachment proceedings against Fed myself with the situation. While
HOT WEATHER REVOLUTION.
the mlllenium, a condition In which houses, $150 paeh per month, $360,000; eral Judge Cornelius H. Hanford, hat there Is little definite to say as yet,
Washington, Aug. 1. Details of the
the rich are to be made reasonably 20 large gambling houses, $1,000 eacl been prepared by Representatives Gra- I am willing to be quoted as saying
the that I will take over the project and Nicaraguan revolution are being re50 envelope ham and McCoy, members of
$240,000;
poor and the poor reasonably rich by per month,
house
who
heard
judiciary
committee,
$30,000;
a
are
we
each
month,
$50
phantom.
complete It If satisfactory working ar- ceived by the state department by
per
games
law,
chasing
American Minister WletvaL
Under
testimony in Seattle against the Jur- rangements can be made." '
"I do not say that the two gentle- policy per year $125,000. Total
ist. It probably will be submitted to
Mr. Thorpe has been in close touch yesterday's date the report says Genmen who now lead, one the demothe committee next Tuesday.
with Las Vegas for over ten years, eral Mena, recently minister of war
cratic party, and the other the former
Is being
Hanford's
Judge
resignation
COERCION.
CLAIMS
left
their
who
have
party,
having handled municipal and school and displaced by President- Diaz, left
republicans
San Francisco, Aug. 1. George N. held at the White House for the com- bond Issues of this city In large the capital Monday night- after cutIn their attacks upon existing condiHe says he believes the ting the electric wires.
amounts.
tions and In their attempts to satis- Rolph, secretary of the California-Hawaiia- mittee's action.
Crockat
when Work upon it Is
Camfleld
of
unrest
companies
project
the
Sugar
by
promise
popular
fy
RATE ADVANCE SUSPENDED.
hearin
sothe
should
be rushed along as
renewed,
ett, Cal., testified today
remedy are consciously embracing
7
'
Washington, Aug. 1. Proposed adcialism. .The truth5 is that they do ing of, the government's suit against DEFENSE WANTS COO
rapidly as possible. i
'
I were in charge of that work," vances by the Atchison, Topeka &
not offer any definite. legislation or the American Sugar Refining com"If
work
defTO
fi'OTES Mr. Thorpe continued, "I would re- Santa Fe railway of the freight rates :
policy oy which the happy .conditions panies that the Weste n Sugar
on coal from the Walsenburg district
the
forced
accepttwo shifts dally and 1 believe the
brought ining company had
(hey promise are to "be
servoir would be ready to begin stor- In Colorado to destinations in Kansas,
ance of the lease by which the Crockabout. '.''
"The truth is, my
friends, both ett plant was kept closed for three NEW FEATURE IS BROUGHT OUT ing water by this time next summer." Oklahoma and Texas were suspendIN THE TRIAL OF CLARMr. Thorpe has been investigating ed by the Interstate commerce comthe
left
who
have
those
republican years. .Rolph said price cutting by
Galli-na- s
mission today from
August 12 to
ENCE S. DARROW.
closely the annual runoff in the
party under the Inspiration of their the Western company 'eft the Crock12.
for
available
are
alternative.
not
February
canyon.
old
our
ett
and
Figures
opponents,
company
present leader
Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 1. A con only seven years, during which time
the democrats, under their candidate,
VALUABLE JEWEL8 STOLEN.
troversy arose at the resupmption of the government has been taking obserare going In a direction they do not
:
San Francisco, Aug. 1. It has been
over vations. In several of these years the
Darrow
the
an
trial
end
toward
today
8
they
bribery
know,
i
definitely
sufbeen
behas
learned
carried
water
that $20,000 worth of Jewels
of
amount
the
which
passed
cipher telegrams
cannot definitely describe, with but I
TODAY IN CBMiESS
tween those Interested in the McNa- - ficient to irrigate tho entire Camfleld were stolen from the home of Mrs.
one chief and clear object, and that
mara defense, copies of which haa project to a depth of an acre foot Rose A. Brown, of this city, Monday
is of acquiring power for their party
been
furnished the Darrow counsel by while in some years it has not been night while she was entertaining at
the
promby popular support through
enough. The average, however, is fav- a dinner party.
Washington, Aug. 1. Senate: Con- the prosecution.
ise of a change for the better.
as in many years there has
reThe
demanded
noon.
defense
at
vened
to
orable,
attorneys
"These gentlemen propose
HAIL IN LARAMIE.
Senator Bacon became president that they be furnished the key to the been a great surplus The government
form the government, whose present
are
Mr.
to
10
Thorpe,
code.
Wyo., Aug. 1. A severe
Laramie,
the
that
agreement.
according
until
maintained
by
key
failure
to
are
due
the
If
They
figures,
August
any,
defects,
Notice of tha house's reply to Judge furnished by Assistant District At; more likely to be too small than too hall storm occurred at 2 o'clock this
of the people to devote as much time
as is necessary to, their political du- Archbald's answer to impeachment torney Ford yesterday, was Insuf great and he 13 Inclined to believe the afternoon, more than two Inches fallThe latter replied that he runoff is larger than the records show. ing In the southern part of the city,
ficient.
ties by requiring a political activity was received.
noon.
no
had
No work has been done on the irri- doing some little 0aK"ge. Nearly six
Convened
codes. Clarence S. Dar
at
other
House:
which
by the people three times that
By agreement political speeches oc- row, the defendant, took tbe stand for gation project since last fall when the inches of rain has fallen in this val
thus far the people have been willing
further cross 'examination
late F. II. Pierce, who had the sub-- ley In the past six days.
cupied three hours of session.
to assume."
-

1.
President
Au
Washington,
Taft was formally notified today In
the East room of the White House of
his nomination by .tb- national republican convention at Chicago, by Senator Elihu Root, chairman of the committee of notification.
Unofficially the word had gone out
that the notification ceremonies were
to be as informal as possible. The
state dining room was ready for the
lunchers, after the program of speech-makin- g
and handshaking.
Members of the notification committee In Washington for the event
Included: Arizona, J. Lorenzo Hub-belCalifornia, Julias Kahn; Colorado, Senator Guggenheim; Mississ-i

ippi, E. H. McKissack; Nevada, R.
B. Govan; Oklahoma, E. P, Stanford;
Texas, Eugene Marshall; Utah, Reed
Smoot; Wyoming, John Morton.
"Your title to the nomlnatiom Is as

clear and unimpeachable as the title
of any candidate since political conventions began," said Root at the notification.
"I accept the nomination which you
tender," replied President Taft, beginning his speech of acceptance, "i
accept It as an expression of confidence that in a second administration
I will serve the public well."
Mrs.' Taft, radiant and happy, stood
by her husband's side. Charles, the
younger son, was there, too. As the
president entered the room, alone, the
marine band played the Star Spangled Banner and guests applauded
heartily. Mrs. Taft, when she entered
a moment later, bIbo was applauded.
r
Charles D. HUles, the president's
secretary and now chairman of
the republican national ; committee,
came In Just before Senator Root began to speak and he also received a
round of applause.
Bloving picture machine operators
perched upon points of vantage In the
corners of the room clicked off films,
while Senator Root and the president were speaking. It was the first
time a moving picture had been taken in the White House. The state
department wl preserve one of the
reels in its archives.
When the president came to the
reportion of his speech wherein he
ferred to the maintenance of the nation's institutions and the preservation of the constitution many of his
hearers thought he spoke with feelinto a
ing. Then, when he launched
said
he
whom
those
of
denunciation
were responsible for the "popular unrest," he spoke with spirit, emphasizing bis words by gestures.
for-me-

While the president was being
of his nomination the democrats in the house of representatives
were eulogizing Woodrow Wilson, Applause interrupted the president's
speech. One outburst greeted his references to Colonel RooBevelt and
Governor Wilson, though' he mentioned neither by name. He referred to
the colonel as the "leader of those
who had left the republican party '
and to Governor Wilson as the democratic nominee. At the conclusion of
the speeches a luncheon was served.
"Your title to the nomination is as
clear and unimpeacnable: as the title
of any candidate since political conventions began." That was the keynote of Senator Root's address to
President Taft here tedai; when, as
of notifichairman of
cation, he formally advifed the president of his nomination by the Chinc-till-

cago convention.

"The committee of nctilication,"
said Senator' Root, "here present nas
the honor to advise you formally that
on the twenty-seconday of me last
and
were
duly nomii'&t-eregularly
you
t the
by the national conviwt'ou
be
to
the
rppubli'an
republican party
candidate for president lor iho vm
beginning March 4, l$i2.
"For the second time i.i thi history
of the republican party a pact of Ihc
delegates have refused to ba bound
by the action of the convection. The
reason assigned for this' course is dissatisfaction with toe decision of certain contests In the making of the
temporary roll of the convention. So
long as those decisions' were made
honestly and in ?,ool "faith,.; all per
song were bonpl to accent them as
d

d

'

,:
:
conclusive.
"You have 'been nominated because
for certain
you stand
fixed and essential principles which
5

the republican party maintains. You
believe in
presprving the constitutional government of the United
States. You btlieve in the rule of
law rather than thejule of men. You
know that the great declarations of
principle In our constitution cannot
be made an effectual guide to conduct
In any other way than by judicial
Judgment upon attempts to violate
them; and you maintain the independence, dignity and authority of
the courts of the United' States."
Taft to Write a Letter.
Although Mr. Taft In his speech
of Acceptance defined in detail the
Issues of the campaign as he saw
them, he reserved the rig'ut to amolf
--
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of the steam railway mileage of the
country,
The total operating; revenues were
$226,109,202, an increase of $8 per
mile of, line over May, 19U. The op
erating expenses were $161,368,677
an increase of $24.29 per mile of line,
while the net operating revenue was
$64,740,585, a decrease of $17.23 per
mile of line. Taxes amounted for the
month to $9,897,301, or $45 per mile,
an increase of nine and
per cent.
The decrease in net operating reve
nue was most severe for the eastern
group of railways, amounting to elevs
en and
per cent. For the
southern group it increased four- tenths of one per cent, and for the
western group less than
of
one per cent The aggregate of the
net operating expenses for the eleven
months of the fiscal year, and also for
the five months of the calendar year,
when measured per mile of line
shows a decrease In cpmparison with
the corresponding periods of the prev-ioiiyear.
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Memphis, tentatively accepted
the
plans agreed to. The new bridge is
to be supplemental to the railway
bridge which has been in use for a
number of years.
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OF A GOLD

and LINGERIE
WAISTS

Must Fence Right of Way.
Tacoma, Wash., Aug. 1. Washington railroads may be forced to spend
hundreds of thousands of dollars if
AT SPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE PRICES
the state public service commission
cw
FOUND FIRST
does what the attorney general says, ASSURES CORPORATION COMMIS1912
YEAR PLEASANT AND '
STAMPEDE TO THE DISTRICT FOLAll
New
it has authority to o. An eastern
SION IT WILL ENDEAVOR TO
LOWS EXHIBITION OF
PROFITABLE.
Washington farmer, with land along
HANDLE FRUIT CROP.
ORE
the railroad fenced three sides of his
$
One year ago B. F. Bush was made
$1.25 WAISTS FOR. .'. . .
farm and demanded of the railroad to
N.
Santa
Fe,
M., Aug, 1. The fol
1.1?
.
president of the Missouri Pacific, in
-Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 1. The
1.75 WAISTS FOR...fence its right of way. The railroad lowing letter from tne office of the
a statement given out today . he
carelesa exhibition by one "Pegleg"
....1.33- refused, contending the law meant' vice president of the Denver, & Rio
2.00 WAISTS
thanks the employes and officers of
Walker , a prospector, of a sample of
that unless the right of way was Grande railroad was received at the
the road for their
2.50 WAISTS FOR..
ore running heavily in gold --values,
and
fenced the company could plead no office of the corporation commission
2.00
has resulted in a small stampede to
loyalty since his administration be
WAISTS FOR
3.00
defense for live stock killed and an-- and explains itself:
gan.
the slopes of the rugged Ladrone
2.33
nounced it would rather pay such "Mr, Hugh H. Williams, Chairman
FOR
3.50 WAISTS
Here la his greeting
mountains, an Isolated range northdamages than go to the expense of
State
3.00
Commission, west of
Corporation
WAISTS FOR
4.50
Socorro, according to news
To the Officers and Employes of the
fencing. The farmer complained to
Santa Fe, New Mexico
received
here
Missouri
Pacific-Irotoday.
Walker, who was
Mountain
the public service commission, which
"Dear Sir Yours of the 23d inst.
unaware that this find was
Railway Companies:
asked advice of the attorney general. with
anything
of
a
letter
copy
accompanlylng
startling, left the ore with a friend at
He ruled that the state aw requiring from Mr. Frank
One year ago, soon aftv assuming
Sia''n, authorized Magdalene and went down to
Silver
the duties of president of the Missourailroads to fence is a legal exercise representative of the Fannington
City. An assayer got hold of it, and
ri Pacific-Iroof police power of the state, that Fruit Growers" Association,
Mountain companies,
complain,
Seed for Flood Sufferers.
I Issued throughout' the columns of
roads have no option, but must fence ing about the transportation of inter assayed the sample, finding to his sur
prise that it showed high values in
Houston, Tex., Aug., 1. Since the every, foot of their line, and unless state
this publication an address to the ofshipments of fruit from that sec gold. Joe Brown
and John McDonald
'.
ficers and employes of these compan- waters of the Mississippi river have they do the commission has authority tion, received.
Lightweight Wool and Lingerie Dresses, Wool Skirt and all
of Magdalena sent word to
ies. Thin was done after 1 found that subsided in the flooded districts of to appeal to the courts to force them
Walker,
"Recently we transferred additional who returned
Colored
Wash Goodi,
and took his friends out
owing to the pressure of important Louisiana, the Southern Pacific com- to fence. Hundreds of miles of track. standard gauge
to the to the
equipment
locality where the ore was
company duties J would not be able pany has donated $1,600 for the pur especially in the mountains and thin Farmington branch for the purpose
to carry out in the time Intended mv chase of seed which will be dlstrtb- - ly settled sections, are unfenced. The of taking care of these shipments and found. Immediately thereatfer half a
dozen or a dozen mining men from
plans to make an immediate visit to uted amon& tte tomerss. The flood enforcement of the law would be have conferred with the shippers as
all divisions and personally meet all left many of the farmers wltn nothing most expensive.
to the best methods of transporting Kelly and Magdalena wient out to the
the officers and employes. Since then but their land- - Tne conPny will
their fruit, and it is believed that the district and located claims, while others, it is said, are on their way to the
I have made many inspections of the 8upp,J tnem wlth 8eeda and
TENNESSEE DEMOCRAT PRIMARY matter. has been arranged to the enIncluding some very Desirable Patterns, worth from $15.00 up,
to set in on the supposed
mucn
nem
a
tnat
start.
oi
seed
several divisions and liave met the
tire satisfaction of all concerned. We
,lhe
Nashville, Tenn., Aug.
The
cam
new
for
.
field. The exact location
was Beleoted
advice of the
ieT
only
rank and file of my
The
certainly propose to do everything of themining
paign for the democratic gubernatoris
strike
not
state.
known
the
of
favorable impressions formed on mv agricultural department
except by
ial nomination closed, last night in. a within our power, with the facilities
those who hare visited the place, hut
first trip over the lines as to the per- - K waa stated tnat tn'8 was dono mOTe whirlwind finish and
command
to
at
meet
the
requiretoday the prithere is reason to believe that the find
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A SHIP

illS
Out of a total of ninety three per- -'
twenty-nin- e
jBons,
passengers and
eight of the crew of the steamship
Royal Tar perished when she burned
off Fox Island on her way from St.
John. N. B., to Eastport and Portland,
Me., October 25, IStSG. and with net
went down a small museum and circus that the vessel was transporting,
says the Boston Globe.
.That was In the early nays ot
eteam-boatlnand was a disaster that
was recalled foe ' many, years afterward. For his fine conduct on the
occasion of the burning ot the vessel
the captain was given a generous
purse of gold and was later made harbor master In the port of St John,
where he lived to a good old age and
was highly respected.
The actual cause of the fire which.
'
terminated the career of the Royal
Tar was never ascertained. She was
"a new vessel, built lhat year, and on
her trial, trip In May from St John
to Eastport and St Andrews tsjie
made the return voyage from East
port to St. John In five hours, She
carried about 200 guests on that trip.
Who were entertained
with a hot
luncheon on board when she com
pleted her trial voyage.
Her maiden trip to Portland was
made on June , with 200 deck passengers and about eighty persons in
ner cabins. She was a fine type of
boat for that period and cost over
$50,000. John Hammona and D. J.
Mclaughlin of St. John were her
owners. She was 146 feet long on
the keel and about 160 feet over all,
with a beam of twenty-fou- r
feet, In400
was
tons.
and
of
wings,
dependent
On her last voyage she left St. John
for Eastport and Portland, on Friday,
October 21, 1836, having a crew of
g

,

and

twenty-on- e

seventy-tw-

The wind was then

the

The
northwest
story of her loss was told by. Captain
Thomas Reed, her master, in these

ARCHAEOLOGISTS

words:

HOLD SUMMER

"The steam being down after we
had been at anchor about, half an
hour, the boat was discovered to be
on fire immediately over the boiler,
under the deck. The cable was slipped Instantly and the fire engine set
to work, but in five minutes the men HISTORIC PALACE OF GOVERNORS
could not btand at the pump, which
WILL BE SCENE OF UNIQUE
was below, the smoke nearly suffoGATHERING

SCHOOL

LEPHANT
JUMPS
OVERBOARD
AND DESTROYS A LIFE
RAFT.

,

blowing from

passen-

o

pergers, or a total of ninety-thre- e
sons. She also carried Burgess' collection of serpents and birds, Dex-ter'- s
locomotive museum and a brass
band. Among the animals on the
steamboat were an elephant, six
horses, two dromedaries, two lionesses, one royal Bengal tiger, one
gnu and a pair pf pelicans.
When the Royal Tar left St. John
the morning was fine In every respect, but before the day ended a
high wind came up that hie steadily
from the westward with great violence for several days. As & result
of the high wind and seas the little
steamboat . remained in shelter at
the 25th,
Eastport until Tuesday,
when at 2 o'clock in the afternoon she
got under way and resumed ue? voy-aa-

'

She had not muCh more than got
outside when the gale Increased In
violence and she ran In for shelter

11017 GIRLS

UAY AVOID
PERIODIC PARIS
The Experience of Two Girls
Here Related For The
Benefit of Others.

have a daughRochester, N. Y.- -"I
13 years old who has always been
she
very healthy until recently when
complained of dizziness and cramps every
month, so bad that I would have to keep
her home from school and put her to bed
to get relief.
"After giving her only two bottles of
ComLydia E. Pinkham.'s Vegetablebest of
the
now
is
she
enjoying
pound
health. I cannot praise your Compound
too highly. I want every good mother
your medicine has done for
to read what
"-Richard N. Dunham,
child.
my
Sll Exchange St, Rochester, N.Y.
Stoutsville, Ohio.- -" I suffered from
headaches, backache and was very irregular. A inena advised me to take
Lvdia E. Pinkham'9

ter

Mrs.

iiiiiliii

Com
pound, and before 1
had taken the whole
of two bottles I
A .- 8
found relief. I am
Tonly sixteen years
old, but I have
te'r health than for
two or three years.
1 cannot express my
E
what
Lydia
for
thanks
for me.
Vegetable Compound has done
did not
I had taken"-- other medicines but
Cora B. FoSNAUGH,
find relief.

Vegetable

cating them.
"At this awful juncture there was
a rush for the boats, there oelng only
two. Sixteen of the passengers and
crew took the largest boat and went
away before the wind, which blew so
hard they were afraid to bring her
to, I got possession of the jolly boat
with two men, Mr. Sherwood and Mr.
Fowler, and a man belonging to the
caravan jumped overboard and we
picked him up.
"In about half an hour we saw a
schooner coming to us, which proved
to be the United States revenue cutter. Veto, Captain Dyer, who rendered us every assistance In his power.
He ran the cutter clone to the burning steamer, then In a sheet of
flames, and succeeded in taking out
forty passengers, who must have perished had not the cutter come to our
"
assistance.
"We succeeded, with much difficult
ty, in reaching the Isle- of Haut in
Pjenobscot ibay, where the people
treated us with great kindness. The
surviving passengers got a schooner
to take them to Portland; and the
master and crew a schooner, to East-porThis is but a faint description
of the scene. It was most awful to
see so many human beings perishing
without being able to render them
any assistance."
One of the passengers, Hinson
Patten by name, givesi an account of
the affair, which explains the conduct
of Captain Reed in taking the one remaining boat. He says: "Captain
Reed took charge of the stern boat,
with two men, and kept her off the
steamboat, which was a very fortunate circumstance, as it was the
means of saving from forty to fifty
persons, and to Mm all credit is due
for his deliberate and manly perseverance throughout the whole calam
ity. ,
"It 1b impossible to describe the appalling spectacle which, the , whole
scene presented the boat wrapped in
flames, with nearly 100 souls on
board, without any hope of relief,
rending the air with their shrieks
for help; the caravan of wild beasts
on deck, ready to tear to piece3 all
that might escape from the flames.
The amount of money and property
lost by thiB disaster cannot be iesB
than $125,000."
In other accounts of the burning of
the Royal Tar, it is claimed that the
elephant jumed overooard, crashing
down upon a raft, that was being hurriedly constructed, and taus destroy
of
ing the raft and losing the lives
also
horses
The
several passengers.
leaped from the dec, and it was said
that the elephant and a pony suc
ceeded in swimming ashore.
The statement is contradicted by
an item in a St. John newspaper
which said: "Every animal belonging
to the menagerie was doubtless lost.
The elephant was seen a few days
ago floating near Brimstone island
Other accounts state that when the
horses jumped overboard in their wild
panic they swam around and around
the burning steamboat instead of
making for the shore, and were thus
drowned when, they Became exhaust
:

t.

Santa Fe, N. M Aug. 1. In the historic old Palace of the Governors at
Santa Fe, N. M., built iu 1605, and to
day the most interesting building in
America, the summer session of the
most unique school in America will
start. The School of American Archaeology will this year offer a popular
course of lectures that will appeal to
the student, the business man and the
school teacher and housewife alike.
The lectures will be on the romances of the past, pregnant with human
Interest. The evolution of civiliza
tion, of society, art and culture, will
be the theme running through all the
lectures.
Mrs. Frances Brewster, wife of Professor Brewster of the law department
of the University of Michigan, is the
most eminent and best qualiited authority on the lnca drama. She will give
a lecture on and readings from the
famouB Inca drama,
this
Ollantay
evening at 8 o'clock. Mrs. Brewster
has spent years Btudying this drama
and has made a new translation of it.
Arangements have been made with
the! best potters of San Ildefonso to
come to Santa Fe and In the historic
old placita of the palace one can watch
the1 Indian potters mold their clay
into ollas and the other utensils of
the Pueblos.
The school has arranged with tho
Santa Fe to run a special to the Green
Corn dance at Domingo. This will
leave Santa Fe Sunday at 8 a. m. and
will return so as to get those who attend back at 6 p. m.
It is well for those who attend to remember that the water at the Pueblo
is not fit to drink and every one should
take a good supply along. A good way
is to take several Thermos bottles full
of ice and ft supply of bottled water.
Professor T. D. A. COckerell of the
University of Colorado who will lecture on "Heredity and Evolution," arrived today.
T. A. Parkhurst of California a new
member of the staff of the School of
American Archaeology, arrived In Santa Fe; Tuesday. He will take John P.
Harrington's place on the program,
giving lectures on the Indians of the
southwest. One of of Mr. Parkhurst's
subject will be an illustrated lecture
on the Hop! Snake dance.
Dr. Hewett has brought three old
paintings from Guatemala which, are
now hung In the library with the
pointings of old mission ruins. These
paintings are very old and are copies
of old Spanish masters. One represents the Holy Family, another the
Betrothal of St Catherine and the
third is of the Spanish Child Christ
of the Torches.
The lectures Thursday evening will
be free to the public. Every one who
is interested in the school here at San
ta Fe is invited to attend the lectures
held In the lecture rbom at the Pal--
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Lionel Walsh will be starred the
season
Werba
and
coming
by
Luescher in a musical play by Paul
Rubens, called "Mr. Popple."

Werba and Luescher expect to have
ten companies on tour during the. com
ing season, Louis Mann,, Alice Lloyd,
Clara LIpman and Eddie Foy will be
their stars.
s
Llebler and Company will have 18
attractions the coming season, including "The Garden of Allah' "Oliver
Twist"-"ThMan From Home," "Alias
Jimmy Valentine," Pomander Walk,''
"The Herefords," the Chlldrens Theater Company, the Irish Players and
,

e

Madame Simone.

PLAY FOR GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP.
Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 1. Once a year
the professional and amateur golfers
meet on equal terms for the national
title of "open champion." This year's
tournament for the open championship was inaugurated auspiciously at
the Buffalo Country club today and
will continue over tomorrow.
The
entry list is one of the largest and
most representative of any tournament of the kind held since the organization of the United States Golf
association seventeen years agp. The
contestants include many of the best
players from the Atlantic to the
and" from the lakes to the
gulf. Canada also is prepared to make
a strong bid for the honors of the
tournament having sent some of the

WEDDING

BY

CIIICH
POPE DOES AWAY WITH
NUPTIAL PROMISES BY
CATHOLICS

ANTENON- -

1.
Protestants
need ho
Catholics
wishlngto marry
to
ear the
an
agreement
longer sign
children resulting from the marriage
in the Roman' Catholic faith. Neither
will they be obliged to pledge themselves to refrain from interfering
with the Catholic consort's performance of religious duties.
The change haa been brought about
by the repeal by Pope Pius of that
portion of the decree, "No Temere."
according to The Acta, the official organ of the Vatican. The repeal be-

St.

Louis,

Aug.

comes effective at once.
"No Temere" was a decree issued by
Pope Pius himsel fat Easter, 1908. It
to
obliged every Prote-"- marry a member of the Catholic faith
to sign an
promise that
he or she would refrain from interfering with the Catholio in the exercise
of his or her religious duties.
Further, the nonatholic was re-'-- ''

ante-nupti-

quired to pledge himself or. herself to
have all the children resulting from
the mariages baptized Catholics and
to have them educated in Catholic
schools.

"

.

j

ante-nuptia-

ante-nupti- al

f

IN

NEW 8UBURABAN FARE SYSTEM.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 1. Operating officials of railroads throughout the
country are interested in the new
and punching
method of collecting
tickets which the Illinois Central road
put into operation today on Its suburban trains. The system is the first
of its kind adopted for suburban traffic by any railroad in the United
States. It embodies many of the
sysfeatures of the
tem "and is designed chiefly with a
view to checkmating those who a
tempt to gain free transportation.
A. S. Jones, of the Lee Pharmacy,
Chico, Cal., who has handled Foley &
Co's medicines for many years, says:
"I consider that Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound has no equal, and is the
one cough medicine I can recommend
as containing no narcotics or other

harmful properties." The genuine in
a yellow package. Oi G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store.

In

ROUND TRIP
EXCURSION

EU2

c&UFoz::m 'At:a

RATES

N

Elm

conrimEsr
50,00

San Francisco and return direct
Seattle, Tacoma & other points

CGO.OO

Tickets for sale beginning Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
For further Information call on or write.

io

L

D.

ante-nuptia-

order to clean out all Summer
'N
1

BATCHELOR, Agent.

Goods and to make room

for Our New Fall and Winter Stock We are going to give
Prices You can't afford to overlook.

A Reduction on Every Article in Store
i to i off on all Corsets

25c

to 35c quality, Sale Price

1

Quality

''DRESS, GOODS

Lot Laces From

10c

to

rJSLtN

All Fancy Silks go at

.2 Regular Price

A

r:'LASIiS

UNDERWEAR

A bample Line, Every Garment

Bargain

'

All 75c Wool Suiting, Cashmeres and
Serges go at 49c Sale Price

15c

Sata Prioo 5o

SILKS
1

All Prints, 5c Yard

15c

LAGE&

Sate Price Wc

f
Annie Russell is resting at her summer home in Maine.
The Irish Players have made a
great success in London.
Al H. Wilson will open his season
in Baltimore September 2.
Catherine Countiss is starring in
stock in Portland this season.
Wish Wynne, the English commedi-ennis making a hit in Chicago. '
Bessie Abbott is to sing the rMe

in Stock

FLIXC::S
20c

CAUSOS

CUilTAKl

CORSETS

.

ANGLO-AMERICA-

MIMES

the refusal.
,
The Rev. D. S. Phelan comments
fully on the repeal of the "Ne Temere" in this week's number of the
Western Watchman. He says:
"Pope Pius's action in this repeal is
sure to create a stir in Catholio circles throughout the country.
"Protestants
marrying Catholics
have always regarded the enforced
l
promises
signing of the
a hardship and an unnecessary humiliation.
"The court of appeals of St Louis recently decided that the promises bad
no legal force. The law requiring the
promises is older than the "N9 Temere", which simply enlarged on and
confirmed the law."
.The new decree will remedy a condition of things that has proved per
plexlng in this country, many . St
marLouis priests helieve..
Many
Louis
in
taken
St
have
place
riages
before Protestants ministers where
rersons were perfecttho
priest
ly willing to he married by
but where their conscience forbade
promthem to sign the
ises required by the "Ne Temere."
"In this way families have been estranged and no end of enmity and discord has been engendered," Father
Phelan observed.
4
In European countries the ante-nup- -

required by the old dea bone of contention
furnished
cree,
which caused more trouble in church,
circles than almost any other question
of a religious nature. The reason assigned for the repeal of the "Ne Temere" hy priests in St Louis is that of
the numerous difficulties encountered
In enforcing it and the number of excommunications from the Catholio
faith to which It led.

tii promises,

CLEARANCE SALE

G

;

Paris, Aug. 1. The wedding of Miss
Charlotte E. Kennedy, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William M. Kennedy of Pitts,
burgh, and Eustace Richardson-Coan English magistrate residing in Wiltshire, took place today at the American embassy in this city.

BARS TO

The decree required that these
promises be made and signed before
the priest who was to perform the
marriage ceremony. In cases where
persons ifefused to so
no priest was althemselves
obligate
lowed to marry them, under punishment of being suspended himself. If
the couple went to a Protestant minister and were married the Catholic
party to the marriage was excommunicated.
According to the instructions contained in the repeal of the "Ne Temere" a
party will he askl
ed to sign the
promises
foremost amateurs and professionals as was previously the custom.
from the clubs in Montreal, Toronto Should he or she refuse to so obliand Ottawa.
gate himself or herself the priest may

The' registration fee for the work
and lectures in Santa Fe will be $5
and an additional fee of $5 for those
who wish to attend the work and lectures at the excaavting camp In the
Rito the Los Fri joles. For tourists
who are in the city for a day or two
ed."
...:'
and for those who can attend only ocCaptain Reed, on November 3, 1830, casional lectures a rate of 50 cents per
for his gallantry in this disaster, was lecture has 'been made.
presented a purse of 5750 in gold, and
at a later 4ate was given the appoint-menj- t
as harbor master a.. St. John,
frf-- f
a post he filled acceptably for many
:
years.
PLAYS AND PLAYERS

'ORDER 6F THE HOLY CROSS
Notre Dame, InL, Aug. 1. The
chapter of the' Order of the Holy
Cross, which meets once every six
years to legislate for its members and
consider proposed changes In the laws
of the order, convened at the University of Notre Dame today for a week's
session. Delegates are in attendance
from Italy, France, India, Canada and
the United States.

MORE

Lonesome

Pine."
Theodore Babcock is to be seen in
a new playlet called "Faro' Jim," by
Edith Sessions Tupper.
An English company Is now being
formed to make a tour of the English
.
provinces with "Ben Hur."
Wadsworth Harris has been engaged
to play Nobody in "E very woman" during the coming season.
Christine Nellson has just been engaged as the prima donna of Lew
Fields' production of "Hanky Panky.'
Mrs. Leslie Carter expect? to begin
her season; in October iu her new
play, "Whom Does Helen Balon? To?"
Mesdames Gadsky and Sembrtch are
among the recent bookings of T. Ar
thur Smith for the musical season oi

perforin the marriage notwithstanding

aqe.

;

WAIST

$1000 Net Waist
6.00 Silk Waist.
3.00 Fancy Waist.

.

WASH BELTS

FANOY WAISTMGS

14 OFF

ALL COLORS

ALL COLORS

ON ALL

$5.00
3.00
1.50

.

'

So Each

of Maid Marion in "Robin Hood."
Ralph Herz is to star the! coming
season in "The Mysterious No. 47."
Harry BGudger Is making a tour of

Summer Underwear

Regular Price

1- -2

e,

Canada in "The Flirting Princess."
Adele Blood Is leading woman of a
stock company at Columbus, Ohio.
In a new play, entitled "The West,"
Simone is to appear as an Aran
Mme.
W.
Lawrenceville,
Herter,
Robert
kidMo., who had been bothered with
girl.
ney trouble for two years, says: "I
Minnie Dupree is to appear In a
, tried three different kinds of kidney tabloid version of "The Indiscreet Mra.
Stouteville,Ohio,R.F.D.,No.l.
no
relief.
My neighbor
moth- - pills but with
Hundreds of such letters from what told me to use Foley Kidney Pills, I Tyne."
gratitude for
took three bottles of them, and got a
Lewis WTalIer will have a modern
?vdfaPE
Vegetable
for their daugh-- ? permanent cure. I recommend them play when he makes his next Ameri-- ,
and
O. O. Schaefer
E. to everybody."
can starring tour.
ave tfe.Se.ved by the Lydia
Red Cross Drug Store.

Rvv;i

Charlotte Waller will star again the
coming season in "The Trail ot the

1, 1912.

SALE BEGINS THURSDAY, AUGUST 1st.

Special Prices

ENDS SATURDAY, AUGUST

ON

RIBBONS

17th.

BARGAINS
ON

Remnant

'

Counter

Miss

Kw"'
-

THE

RE

THAT SELLS FOR LESS

I
11

WfMtW

.

vega$ Dn.V

COPTIC,

THURSDAY, AUGUST
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The governor of buquerque, let us abolish the police
exhibitions.
the state: announced that he would forcx.and the sheriff's office.
MOTOR CAR
Without regard to boxing contests
not attempt' to prevent this fight
1S79.
there" "was no law authorizing or prize fights, or anything else, let
him to do so.
thje mounted police stay out of this
BY
Published By
)
was
Las
'at
The
Vegas
stopped town until they are required to enfight
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
by the mounted police In the ninth force the law.
(Incorporated)
round, not because it was a prize fight,
HAIL
or
because there was any law prohibit
M. PADGETT
EDITOR
ATTEND
VILL
li'lONALD
the
in
ing the contest, but because,
opinion of the captain of the mounted
PLAYER IF BOYS AND GIRLS WRITE LOVE
AND
police, It had become a "brutal exhibi UEITING OF GOVERNORS MAN AT WHEEL
ON FOOTBOARD ENGAGE IN
LETTERS THEIR PARENTS
tion." The stopping of the fight may
THE GAME
MUST KNOW IT
or may not have been wise. The aver
AiT
CONman
in
FOR
this
state
ONCE
LEAVE
age
WILL
at
Entered
the poetofflce t East
fi
The use of the general delivery window
Wichita, Kan., Aug. f. Polo from the
FERENCE AT BOISE,
and
Vegas, New Mexioo, for tr&nsmls- - thinks that, having allowed this dis"a
motor car instead
$3.93
in the postofflce, as an agency
running boar of
IDAHO.
Hon through the United States mails grace to start, it should have been perCASH
of from the backs of ponies or on rol- for carrying on a flirtation Is to be
mitted to go to a finish.
an second class matter.
to take the place withdrawn from minors, according to
bids
ler
fair
skates
ttS.OO
1.
In
VALUtt.
attendance
Boise, Ida., Aug.
There is no law. against .prlz fight
HBGULAR KBTAIL
of
and aviating in Wichi- an order Just issued by the postofflce
H
"a
JERM8 OF SUBSCRIPTION
several crlo1; of tm
M0u.i
W
ing In New Mexico. There should Tie at the first session today of the four
ta. Two teams of two cars each, each department In Washington. The orbut there is not. The only ground days" meeting of western governors
Dally, by Carrier:
car having ,a driver and a player der is as follows:
Per Copy
h$ tola
pr a.
t.ii- nhina score. it !
.,..$ .05 for stopping a prize fight or a boxing were Spry of Utah, Oddie of Nevada, the latter
ft i nnj
stands on the running board
"The attention of postmasters at
One Week
15 match "would be on the ground that Norris of Montana, West of Oregon,
"
i
ThS
li oTn to every
are preparing for a match.
offices having city carrier service is
Due Month
.63 it was a disorderly proceeding.
There and Harley of Idaho. Governors
of
a
the
in
With
basket
called
regulato
place
Drake'
Ob
to' S?2u.The Ohio Dl""iiSoor M5SvDd ..H- r- P';1""!'Paragraph 2, Section 713,
Tear
7.60 is no law knd no precedent to show
of North Dakota, and McDonof the postal laws and
regulations, compliDally by Mall
that we may make the definite rule ald of New Mexico were expected be- tion polo ball, and stout mallets
on the foot- ance with which should prevent the
One Tear
'.....$6.00 that a priz fight becomes disorderly fore the end of the day. Governor croquet variety, the player
EMPRESS, you cknow.
due hand to the Improper use of the general delivery
on
board
with
rehangs
J.OO immediately after
his
Kx Months
of
Wyoming telegraphed
the, close of the Carey
that makes
car
motor
and
plunging
by residents. Postmasters at such oftenth round, or any other round. If It grets last night oiraccount of illness. wabbling
The visiting executives were wel while he lungea at the ball with the fices may require all persons supis disorderly after the tenth round per
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
to Boise by Governor Hawley mallet In the1 other. Practice games posed to be residents to furnish In
comed
moment
it
is
the
It
se,
disorderly
OROWER
i Trv a Sack You'll Like
itf merely bruises
writing their names and addresses and
and Mayor Hodges. Governor West have resulted so far
starts.
One Tear
when
....$2.00
will
What
statements of their reasons for prefer
was the first arrival. He travelod 5O0 and sprains.
GU Months
1.00
Apparently acting upon the assumpthe players, becoming more familiar ring to be served at the general delivon
own
horsestate
across
his
miles
Is
a lawless
tion that Albuquerque
was welcomed ai the state with the sport, take more chances re ery.
community whose local government Is back and
mains to be seen.
"Minors calling at such offices may
lOash In Advance for Mall Subscrip powerless or unwilling to enforce law line by Governor Hawley.
I
'
Crowds watch the motor car polo be requested! to furnish the Informations)
and order, the captain of tha New
Jefferson Raynolds President
even- tion indicated
Grove
Walnut
at
ev,ery
players
above, and also the
West Needs Capital.
Remit by draft, check or money Mexico mounted police, with two of his
Hal'ett Raynonls Cashier
"E. n Rnnld Vice President
at name of their parents, in order that
In his opening address at the an- ing, and nerves have been kept
crder. If sent otherwise we will not men, arose in a public assembly-iErie Hoke MM Cannier
H.
Vice
B.
President
Divis
Steptisa
tension as the rumbling vehicles dash- the
fc
responsible for loss.
Elks' theater last night and announc nual meeting of the Association of ed at each other to win the first smash nave parents may be notified and
an opportunity to contrtf the
Specimen copies free on applica ed that a certain boxing contest was Western Governors, which convened
In the middle of the field. delivery of the
at
oval
the
mail to the ex
L.
Edwin
Norris
Governor
here
tor
today,
to be allowed to go only a certain num
be- tent
authorized by Section 643. Postal
'of the associa- The ground is ideal for the sport,
of
Montana,
president
her of rounds.
ing ample and level. In the first prac- Ia-- s and Regulations.
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
said in part:
)
Fornoff himself made the tion,
motor cars turnCaptain
'Postmasters at offices not having
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
"Those who do not understand or tice game one of the
announcement ' He made no showing
forward
a
ed
flop, but no one city carrier service may notlV the
complete
PAID FOR.
our
our
necessities and
appreciate
of authority. From his statement it
are in the majority in was hurt. It was righted in a few parents of all minors in all Instances
was to be concluded that his authority possibilities
on as if where it appears that the minors are
Advertisers are guaranteed the
the councils of the nation. We can- minutes and the contest went
used
alone, as captain of the mounted pocars
The
calling at the general delivery for mail
not hope to change that majority, but nothing had happened.
largest daily and weekly circulation
him to Invade the. larg
lice,
in
the
permltte'd
shape
of
aw
everything
under objectionable circumstances.
stripped
of any newspaper In Northwestern
we may, by united and concerted efOF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
est city in the state; usurp the powers
could be spared.
that
cf
"Section 625, Postal Laws and Regu
weight
New Mexico.
for
make
measure
some
in
up
fort,
of the legally appointed peace officers
as a pony rolo lations, should be
carefully observed
the lack of numbers and check or Zach Miller, famous
of city and county, and run this city
and a part owner of the 101 in cases where fictitious names are
westplayer
inimical
to
legislation
prevent
TELEPHONES
to suit himself. ..
r.uxb in Oklahoma .nd a Wild
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Ukdividbd Profits $35,000
used.
ern Interests.
Main 2
BUSINESS OFFICE .'.
no
But
The New Mexico mounted police has
the
is
oacbIn?,
players.
Bhoiv,
"General
should
be
clerks
estimatdelivery
It has been conservatively
Main 9 proven a most useful organization and
KEWa DEPARTMENT
s
Our - Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Acof the frankly confesses if at for hlmseli instructed to use their best judgment
,
ed that more than
its members for the most part have weBtern resources are as yet undevel- practiced as he is in riding broncos, and to submit to the postmaster any
commodation Within the Scope ot Good Backing.
been efficient officers. Captain Fornoff
wants no motor car polo in his. case, concerning which they are In
THURSDAY, AUGUST 1. 1912.
oped. There are numberless people he
own polo doubt"
has been a most efficient head of the
He will, bring one.
seeking homes and there la unlimited
with
we
As
to
force.
the
Wichita
to
pace
keep
understand,
objects
ponies
reason
The
investment
Interest Paid on Tlmo Deposits
THE MAIN CHANCE
capital for
of this organization,, however, its aid
motor
the
poloists.
numbers
in
homesteaders
large
why
THIRD PARTY IN TENNESSEE
to be invoked when local have not
Fred Noel, a jockey for Ross King,
Lad Vegas Is usually awake to every is presumed5
sought the west and unlimit1. The
Nashville.
Tenn.,
Aug.
I?
wastillable
to
authorities
compelled
enforce
the
one
of
the
arei
riders,
ed capital referred to has not been inopportunity, but our citizens are, we law or
In
Roosevelt
are
Tennessee
supporters
neglect to do se and when the vested in western enterprises is that give up his job because of a badlv
fear, a litUa Inclined to regard too
to
hold
state
of
convention
a
arranging
to
violent
In
manipu
is
publio safety
danger. In pursuing western opportunities are not fully strained wrist due
lightly the one great thing that will horse
the progressive party In this city toIn
the
wheel
In aiding sheriffs to
and
of
the
thieVes,
lation
steering
realized in the populous and money
inaka this the best and most prosper- nost animated part pf the practice morrow. It la expected that the, conthrough the sparse centers."
on a towa la the state. VTe hope tor chase desperadoes
vention will name candidates for gov'
of
settled
the
sections
the
state,
ly
game. Frank Garrlty, who has pro
new riiHroayis, we have tried boxing
is
mounted police "are useful and desir
moted wrestling matches, took bis ernor and railroad- commissioner, in
matchcj" and we have talked of horse
If it maybe termed 3 scieace
must
a call addition to selecting delegates to the
able. But when it comes to Invading UNITED STATES ASKED
without
and
clace
got
through
races and county fairs, but the mala
national
convention
at
Chicago.
In the state seeking to
the
from the referee.
largest
city
include a means of presenting the
hance, or rather the sure thing, is
The first attempt at motor polo wfis
usurp the prerogatives of city and
agriculture correctly pursued undo irCITIZENS
PE0TEC1
TO
with light mallets, but It was found
county governments, and Issuing flatproposition to the greatest number
ligation.
CHAFIN NOTIFIED
i
would not drive the ball far
footed edicts as to what shall occur
that
they
It toly requires a trip out the Mora
of prospective buyers. To reach this
Waukesha, Wis., Aug. 1. At a big
not occur, without spe
enough to give the cars a wide sweep
road for a few miles to demonstrate and what shall
TOWNS APPEAL TO GOV
outdoor demonstration here this after
BORDER
turns.
Heavier
in making detours and
of law, and on the gen
class in the southwest us 3 the
this fact Every citizen of th' city cific authority
noon Eugene W. Chafin of Arizona
ERNMENT FOR AID FOR PEO-- ,
are
mallets have been provided for the
thould tale; the trip. If you have not eral assumption that local officers
MEXICO
IN
was formally, notified of his nomina
PLE
to" do their duty, some
match game.
.
an automobile, or a horse and bi.ggy, going to fail
Of the United States
in the new game tion for president
rr a friend who has, you should wa one has made a bad break and it is El Paso. Tex.. Aug. 1. Scores of The worst dangercollisions.
the
by
party. The exerprohibition
At the
is the liability to
An iiiFpe'j'.'on of those beautiful Utile time to call a halt
cises were held in Cutler park. The
have been sent to Washing
messages
Is
of
ball
the
the
plac
game
The boxing contests In Elks theater ton from El Paso and other border ctening
farms that lie on either side of the
notification address was delivered by
ed In the center of the field, and then
Mora road for four or five miles north last night were being held before an towns, appealing to the United States
Dr. C. H. Meade, president of the
each
for
dash
cars
being kept
it
of this city, will give you a correct orderly gathering of eight or nine to take some steps which will secure the
national convention.
close .enough to allow the mallet
Idea of the possibilities of irrigated hundred men, including a great many protection for Americans in Mexico.
same
and
at
to
the
reach It
wiolder
business and
O. P. Brown, one of the Mormon
farming. You will see that almost un- of the representatives
time far enough in the clear to pre- told wealth can be produced and you professional- men of Albuquerque. bishops, In a nate to a local paper, de
the other car. Two cars
will understand that the prosperity of They went to see these contests be- clares that the "time has come for the .fnt hitting
behind
to act as
remain
conthe city can only be measured by the cause they wanted to. Had the
American people to act If the Mexican
it is "best car win
the
A'ter
opening
the-iinen
'
the
been
a?:a'"H
law,
number of acres that can be placed un ftpts
Is unable to and the Uni
government
luck
to
that no one is
and
a
trust
would not have been there. The con-tst- ted States is
der Irrigation.
unwilling to protect Its i'illed."
been
held.
not
would
have
With this idea firmly fixed in your
people in a foreign land."
It was assumed by a great many
mind, your thoughts will naturally
"Your Ooctor always starts out by
tur'n to the Camfield project. And that Captain Fornoff acted last night
Mormons Advised to Leave.
sou will wonder why there has not under the Instructions of Governor
Los
Aug. 1. Joseph putting you' on a simple diet."
Angeles,
of him.
been a more urgent demand on the part McDonald, but nothing was said by Smith, president ot the Mormon
"Yes, and it's
of our citizens for a strict compliance the captain or any one else to Indi church, sent messages to Mormons In that way I ma be able to pay his
OF
with the contract entered Into between cate that the governor was responsible In the state of Chihuahua, Mexico, ad bill."
Mr. Camfield and the Las Vegas Grant by order or otherwise, for the officer's vising them to .leave the country until
board.
.'
,
action, and. there is every reason to the insurrection is quelled.
'
When a man says that lie hasn't an
That the community has been great' believe that Governor McDonald will
unkind thought or anybody U is not
AND COATS
FALL
Madero Orders Investigation.
ly damaged by the delay there can be be satisfied tha he Is doing his full
so much a sign of gcod d.'ficeifjon as
bo doubt, but there is every reason to duty if he, succeeds in securing en
Mexico City, Aug. 1. Thorough an indication that things oio- going
hope that some definite action will be forcement of the laws of the state as investigation by the Mexican minister his way.
taken at the meeting of the grant they are written. At all events the ot the interior, Jesus Flores Mag-noboard next Monday that will be for sending of a force of mounted police
of ,the hanging of two men, first
you are thinking of calling your
the early completion of the project At Into this city to enforce a law which reported to be Americans, near Canbaby boy Peter.- I woulan't; I'd call
any rate, it is the business of the pso is not to be found in the statute books anea, Sonora, has been ordered by him Paul."
pie to see that the Irrigation systeri is not likely to strike any considerable President Madero. The occurrence
, '
"Why so?"
is completed at the earliest possible number of persons favorably, no mat was reported to the president yester
i "He would have a better
chance in
date, either by Mr. CamfleH aa.Lhis ter what they may think of boxing day by the governor, of Sonora.
life. It's Peter, you know, who is alfirst shipment of
Express has, fought-it- s
associates, or by some other company. contests or prize fighting. : ,
ways robbed to pay Paul."
o
TO IMPEACH WR1QHT,
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Washington,
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something new
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state mounted police 'Tuesday ev,enlng, There is such a thing as a lawless ment
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of the District ot Columma supreme
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tate arbitrarily that the Yoakum-Knig- supposed to represent law enforce court,
does?
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which
he
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boxing match should go but ment There., is a definite principle Frank Morrison and John Mitchell
equal. You are cordially invited to come, see the
ten rounds. Under the caption of "An 'involved which is "outside and above
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state. It was permitted to be held created ; to aid in seeking stock thefts commerce court, adjourned until 2 p
& RECORDS
who call me out In the
after the state legislature, with ample and to aid the local officers in the wild m. Saturday without deciding whether for patients
of the night when there'!
middle
If
on
once
or
state.
at
shall
wait
of
on
trial
go
the
the
to
sections
failed
and
unsettled
had
place
,
opportunity,
nothing the matter with 'em.
the statute1 books any law restricting the mounted police are to police Albu- over until fall.
such
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MAROONS WERE

from Watrous.
Dr. W. R. Tipton left this afternoon
on a short business
trip to Watrous.
i. M. Mackey came in last evening
from his home in Solano on business.
SLUGGED
Charles Greenclay. and son left this TEAM AS A WHOLE
THE BALL FOR SEASON AT
afternoon on train No. 10 for Denver.
,341 CLIP
Harry G. Coors, Jr., left yesterday
afternoon on a short business trip to
Katon.
The baseball season of 1912 closed
"snviiu .aueyia, jr., or Mora, c:ne with Captain Freddie Owens leading
is this morning from his home on the .Maroons with a batting average of
I
.423, having secured 47 hits out of 111
times
at bat. Tommy Clark, the MaJ.
E. Monstn of
wurpny and
Shoemaker were visitors In Las Ve- roons' left fielder, is the second closest competitor for the batting honors,
gas today. '.;
Mr..aud Mrs. J. P. Van Houten re- having hit at a .381 clip, connecting
turned this afternoon to their home in with 46 groovers out of 118 times at
bat. Klrkland, one of the twlrlers,
Shoemaker.
P. N, Patterson "of Trinidad came in who played In only four games, is
last evening from Colorado on a short next in line, with an average of .363,
or four hits out of 11 times at bat
business trip.
With the excepton of Ban- nad T.
"Colonel R. E. Twltchjell, assistant
Santa Fe solicitor in New Mexico, was Lochard, tw6 of the pitchers, and Murin Santa Fe yesterday on business.
phy and Stevens, none of whom playCharles & Spiess returned this af- ed during the entire season, every
ternoon on train No. 1 from Raton, player on tho team hit the ball above
.300, the lowest, being .311, that of
where ha had "been on business.:
The team batting aver,Mr's. J, L. Tooker is expected in th's Jack Lyons.
the percentage of every
age,
including
from
Mora, where she has
evening
man who has played in the uniform of
been the guest of Mrs. H. Goldstein.
John Rogers, stenographer for the the Maroons' this summer, is .341.
district courj of Colfax county, was In There were 1,007 Maroon batsmen at
Las Vegas today from his home In Ra th,e plate during the 31 games played,
s
and out of this number 341 safe
ton.
were
to
them.
credited
.r Miss Lena' Griffith was a visitor in
Las Vegas this afternoon, stopping off
Many hits for extra bases are creden route from Denvier to her home in ited to the Maroons for the seabon
these having been well divided among
Socorpo.
Miinor Rudulph, deputy assessor of the various members of the club.
Mora county, who was a visitor in Las Home run hits during the season we.'o
Vegas yesterday, returned to his home few and far between, and most of
those made by the Maroons are cred
in Mora this morning.
Eugene Brown returned last night ited to Sorensen. Ev,ery style of jts- on train No. 2 from Santa Fe, where man could be found in the Maroon
he had been several days on business crew from the slugger to the careful
in the interests of the People's bank. man who bats with his stick well
'
W. V. Long came In last .evening choked. The batting of "Owen, win
from his home in El Paso and was a ner of the season's honors, was not
visitor in Las Vegas today. Mr. Long spectacular, but consistent and effec
formerly was a resident of Las Vegas. tive at! all times. Sorensen and Lock
Carl Ellis left this afternoon for the hart were the two sluggers of the ag
Ellis ranch In Ochiltree, Tex. Mr. Ellis gregation, both hitting frequently for
wil return to Las Vegas In September extra bases, and batting well above
to continua his studies at the New the .300 mark. Buckles was the ti.ne.
ly sacrifice hitter. Clark and Lyons
Mexico Normal University.
two of the healthy swingers on
Mr:" and Mrs. John W. Harris and are
the club and could usually be counted
Miss
Mary Harris, arrived
daughter,
this afternoon from Kansas City. Mr. on for a bingle when needed. Lllis
Harris is at the head of the People's and Ward were fast In getting to the
bank and will reside in Las Vegas per- first sack and beat out many a hit
Mclntyre was a strong,' consistent
manently.
-J-

Official Dispenser of
OLD F.IPY WHISKY, COOES
GOLDEN

All

EEER0ND3AFT

Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies

FAMILY TRADE SOLICITED
Phone Vegas 133 for
WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER
Delivered Free.

515 DOUGLAS

AVE.

Come and Try Your Luck.

SPECIAL

RATES

AT HARVEY'S

For parties remaining one month or
through the season. Address Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' of
fice 614 Lincoln avenue.

BEULAH

BUDGET.

The haying season for tJuelah and
surrounding country has begun and
crops are being harvested In good
condition. Alfalfa is proving to be a
most profitable crop in the valleys of
the foothills of the Beulah country
and ranchmen are enlarging the acreage every year All crops are as good
89 usual this summer except in some
localities where the rainfali has been
light.
During the past month Aishing and
camping parties to the Sapello and
Beulah country have been many. The
Coors family of Las Vegas, jirs. Nellie Hanson and daughter and Mrs.
Earlckson being among those who
have enjoyed outings In the mountains of that district. Some of the
othparties have camped out, while
ranchfrom
houses
ers "have rented
,

men.

Supervisor Steward of the Pecos
forest reserve has set apart a fine
this
plat of the forest under his care,
and
a
as
ideal
fishing
place being
The
pines
majestic
ground.
camping
make a fine canopy and afford pro'
tection from the heavy dews' and
rains of the mountain country. The
scenery and surroundings of Beulah
are most Inviting and there is a fine
in that
opening for a mounta'n resort
country.
COLONEL CONKLIM RETIRED
more
Washington, Aug. 1. After
John
than 31 years' servkre, Colonel
the
of
command
in
Conklin, recently
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HIS PLAYERS ARE BETTER
THAN THE 1905 CHAM
PIONS. ,

New York,.Aug. 1 "This ball club,"
says John McGraw, referring to the
club
Giants, "is a stronger
than the Giants that won the world's
championship in 1905. 11 is making a
good many more runs than that club
did."
Let us look the two teams over and
see. Behind the bat in 1905 McGraw
ana
had Bresnahan and Bowerman,
Bresnahan was such a good man that
the present catching staff of the
Giants had nothing on the 1905 team.
Bresnahan, like Meyers, was a fine
backbatsman, as good an
stop as the chief and a better base
runner. He was quite as valuable
to the team as is Meyers
today.
Bowerman was at his best in those
days, too, and though the Giants
have two proficient second string men
in Wilson and Hartley, the. catching
staff was as strong then as now.
The pitching mainstays in 1905
were Mathewson, McGlnnity, Taylor,
Wiltse and Ames. That was a strong
staff, but certainly Marquard more
than fills the place left vacant by
MoGinnity. Wiltse perhaps Aan't as
dependable now as then, but ho and
are going
Ames and Mathewson
strongly, Mathewson with his head-worand general skill still Jeing a
potent figure in the box. Crandall is
more valuable than was Taylor and
with Tesreau coming along the Giants
are better equipped on the mound
than when they beat the Athietics
seven years ago.
Merkle Better Than McGann.
McGraw says Merkle is the best
first baseman in baseball. Merkle is
a better first baseman tnan McGann
ever was. He covers ground like a
shortstop, is a first class batter and
base runner and a line sack guardian
McGraw describes
on thrown balls.
Doyle as a fast ground coverer. He
covers as much either way as Gilbert
did, and lays way over the latter
to hinting fend base running. He
makes more hits and longer hits and
Is prominent as- a clean-ubattem
As between Fletcher and Dahlen,
the former is one of the best In the
game on the range of h work, quick
at recovering after a fumble and a
strong thrower, but for all that Dak
len was a wonderful offensive player
and at his best in a pinch. . He made
less show of his work than Fletcher,
but In a less spectacular way accomplished about as much. Herzog, good
man that he Is, Isn't the player Dev
lin was when the latter was in his
d

d

BATTLE BETWEEN JOHNSON AND
FLYNN DEPICTED BY MANY
FEET OF FILMS.

The pictures of the Johnson-Flynfight, staged here on July 4, will be
shown for the first time in Las
and, in fact, in New Mexico, tonight at the Isis theater These films,
Which were made by Miles Brothers,
a California company, are the original and only pictures taken of the
big match, and are said to be the best
and clearest fight pictures ever so- '
cured.
The film, which is in three reels,
Is 2,220 feet In length, and not only
includes every detail of the bout,
from the Introductions previous to
the fistic exhibition to the time the
light was stopped by Captain Fred
Fornoff, of the mounted police, but
also pictures of the crowds on the
streets of Las Vegas on the morning
of July 4, taken near the betting com
mission house.
The Isls theater has been closed
for the past week on account of the
fact that the generator in the electric
lighting system was broken, but all
repairs have been made and everything Is again In readiness for business. The Isls management will run
the fight pictures tomorrow and Saturday nights also, after which the regular, moving picture service will be
resumed.
Twenty-fiv- e
and fifty cents will be
charged for the shows on the nights
that the Johnson-Flynfilms are run.
n

Ve-fa-

n

POLICEMAN IS KILLED.
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug 1. Frank
Rossi, a veteran of the ctiy police
force, and a resident of Albuquerque
for a quarter of a century, was

IM1ETS

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York, Aug. 1. Stocks display
ed a strong tendency today, business
was far In excess of recent periods,
trading In the first hour approximat
ing 200,000 shares. As a demonstration of bullish confidence , the movement was tbesmost pronounced this
summer. Gains of a point or better
were made by all .important active
Issues, while Canadian Pacific added
four points to, its record 0" tne previous day and American Tobacco as
much, the latter, .however, receding
materially before noon. St Paul's
strength was accepted as an intimation of an unchanged dividend. Bonds

were steady.
Some very substantial gains were
recorded in the early dealings of the
stock exchange.
Canadian Pacific
added to its new high record with an
advance of four points,., Biscuit over
2, American Tobacco 3 and a
advance In a number of active
issues. Trading waB in larger volume
than recently, with practically no de
one-poi-

clines.

Profit taking sales Kept the leading
stocks from rising above the opening
levels, but some of tbe inactive is
sues made good gains'. '
Brisk buying of the Hill stocks start
ed the general market upwards' again
but the demand waned after the list
had returned to about the best'figurea
'
r
of the forenoon.
"

Best
The market closed strong.
prices of the day were made In" the
last hour following announcement of
the regular dividend on St. Paul. That
and Steel sold at its best
stock rose
price in several weeks'.
Louisville and Nashvllte and Northwestern gained three and other stocks
were up one to two points over
'
quotations.
The last sales for the day were:
Amalgamated Copper I:'.... i... 84
American Beet Sugar .v...!i;.'i'...127
; . .va.W.
.... .108
Atchison
Great Northern . i . ; J .v. . ... ,. 1.142
. . 126
Northern Pacifio
....167
Reading. .
171
Union Pacific
t
72
United States Steel . ..... . .
United States SteeLpfd.
,,.113
4

$3.505. 50; native cows and
3.E08. 75; stockers and
bulls $3,755. calves
$4.50.75; western steers $58.90;

heifors

0;

westercjeows $3.506.
Hogs,! receipts 5,000. Market 1
cents hgher, Bulk of sales $7.90
8.10; hivy $7.807.'9O; packers and
butcherd
$8

ps

$7.908.12;

lights

$67.

Sheep receipts 7,000. Market steady
Muttons ;4.E05.E0;
lambs $5.50
7.65; n ge wethers and yearlings
$3.405 range ewes $3.E04.

St.

ST. LOUIS WOOL
Lofis, Aug. 1. Wool,

steady.
Territoryand western mediums 20
24; fine tediums 1820; fine 13 17.

o
0

I

BASEBALL NOTES.

6
f

Manager Hank Ramsey, of the
Troy tei.ni, may take a team made
up of hw York state leaguers to
'
Cuba thii fall.
Monte Cross has quit scouting for
the St. Iiouls Browns and is looking
for a job; as manager of a minor league club!

Barry VlcCormick, the former big
leaguer, has been released as man
ager of the Mansfield team in the
'
Ohio stave league
The ve'jeran Capt Anson, who still
watches me game closely, picks the
Boston Ed Sox to win the Ameri
'
can league pennant.
,
Jack Dunn has a greet team at
Baltimore this season, and the Rochester Hustlers will have to go
some if they beat out the Orioles in
the International league race.
George (Chief) Johnson, the big Indian twirler, of he St Joseph Western league team, recently cold to
the Chicago White Sox, won 15 out
of his first 20 games this season.
John McGraw, who has just celeas manbrated his 10th annlversa
ager of the New York Giants, says
the late Frank Se;ee was the greatest manager that ever piloted a big
team.

league
crushed to death shortly after midThe Vancouver Northwestern lea,
Aba-joIn
the Santa Fe yards at
night,
gue Club has purchased Archie Perwhere, for the past eight months,
sons, the crack gardener of the Bas-san-o
he had been employed as a ' night
team.
Persons hit for .870
watchman. Rossi's death will be uniand was the leading tatter In the
versally regretted for he ''ad been a
Western Canada league.
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
merciful officer of the law and was
In a recent game between Davon-or- t
1. Cattle,i,-- receipts
Chicago,
Aug.
widely known and respected.
and Decatur, in the ThreeI LeaRossi met his death while attempt- 4,500. Market Bteadyi Beeves $5.70
, J4,856. 85; gue, Davenport made an odd triple
steers
Texas
9.85;
ing to crawl beneath a car of oats
In which two men were retired
which was standing in the yards, in a western steers $5.807,8fl; stockers play
at
the
home plate and another at
cows
and
heifors
and
feeders
$47;
batsman.
'
string of other cars. The whoie string
of Raton,- - accom
.Mrs. H.
third base.
calves
6.E8)10..
$2.708.10;
was a part of a freight train which
16 players appearseason
the
During
,
panied by her baby and
Hogs, receipts 18,000, Market steady
was soon to go out Rossi was exam
ed In the Las Vegas uniform. Of this
Miss Fell of Illinois, will arrive toSLAP AT TARIFF BOARD
to a shade higher. Lights $7.70
lning the seals upon the car doors,
morrow afternoon from the Gate City number seven played in eist games
Aug. 1. The house
mixed
$7.10
Washington
J7.258.30; heavy
cs less. Owens, Clark, El'is, ISikWs
and as he walked down, evidently 8.33;
for a short visit with Mrs. Fell's parvoted today 145 to 109 to disagree to
$6.70
8;
pigs
rough
$7.107.30;.
heard the chief car repairer on the
and Lyons played in the full 31 aL-iethe senate's amendment to the sundry
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tamme.y
7.90; bulk of sales $7507.95.
Lockhart was out of the line-uonly
opposite side of the string. He called
civil appropriation bill continuing
slow
20,000,
Market
Felix Martinez, a leader in' the dem once.
Sheep,
receipts
to this man to know if the opposite
Sorensen, though he did not
weak. Native $3.154.80; west- the present tariff board in office for
ocratic party in New Mexico, passed
door of the car of oats was. sealed, and
join the club until after tie siTt of
another year.
ern
Las
on
this
afternoon
Vegas
$3.304.75; yearlings $4.25
through
the season, played in 25 Karnes. Ward
and was told that it was not
west-er- a
native
5.60;
lambs,
train No. 10 en route from his home was with the club half of the season.
$4.255.50;
It Is supposed that he started to
'.
in El Paso to his ranch in northern
NEW YORK COTTON.
$4.407.70.
Lochard and Klrkland twirled four
crawl under the car at that time to
New
Colfax county. Mr. Martinez was for
York, Aug. 1. Cotton, spot
examine the door, for it was under the
games each for the Maroons. Shirley prime.
cldosed
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
uplands
quiet; middling
merly a resident of Las Vegas and Is played seven games at second base at
This Trio Could Hit.
wheels of this particular car that he
Kansas City, Aug.. L Cattle, re 13.00; middling gulf 13.25; sales 10- ,the owner of La Voz del Pueblo.
Mertes, Donlin and Browne made a was found a few minutes later, dead.
the start of the season, later being
ceipts 4,000, including 1,500 southerns. 700 bales.
Frank Strong left yesterday after released to Raton. Mclntyre, the Ma hard hitting outfield fur the Giants in
Market steady to 10 cents higher. Na
noon for the Mamby ranch near Wat Toons' star first baseman, played in 1905. . Browne when at .his best was
A weman doesn't want to be half
tive steers ,$6.259.75;
There are more lemons than plums
southeiy
rous, which he has recently purchased. 25 games, leaving Las Vegas for Neb a whirlwind at running to first and a convinced
by reason; she wants to be steers $4. 506. 75; southern cows
on
and
the political plum tree.
Mr. Strong will make arrangements for
raska, several weeks before the Ma splendid thrower, but the present out fully convinced by devotion.
Improvements on the place, and will roons disbanded. Padllla played in field, Snodgrass, Becker and Murray
take possession of the place Imme- two games at the close of the season represents better combined throwing
diately. Mrs. Strong Is expected from Stevens pitched one game. Barr wark- - ability than did the trio of 1905. tt
Albuquerque the latter part of this ed on the mound for the locals eight may not hit quite as well, but hits
'more than
week."
times, and Murphy played second base pretty well for all that and
makes up for any comparative shortH. U, Mudge, president of the Rock in two games.
Island lines, and W. B. Storey, first The batting averages of the Ma- comings in that throwing and hust
never
vice president of the Santa Fe road, roons are figured on a basis of 29 ling on the ? bases. Murray
fielded as well as he Is doing this
who came in yesterday afternoon on games, no box score having been
kpt
an officials' special, left this morning for one game played in Albuquerque year, and Becker covers as mucn
on a camping and fishing trip on the and another in Dawson. However, on ground as any outfielder in the game.
The present team is more strongly
upper Pecos. They droe to Roclada, these days the Maroons were hitting
from whence they packed across the in. their usual stride and it is hardly fortified with substitutes than its pre
The substitutes fit in so
range Into the Pecos country.
(believed that these two games wouM decessor.
Mrs. Sallle Douglas arrived last eve change the standing of any of tbe nicely that the absence of a regular
makes no difference in the sharpning from her home in Honolulu, players.
Hawaiian Islands, and will be in Las The batting records of the players ness and drive of the attack, and
they are taught in the school of
Vepas several weeks visiting friends for the season are as follows:
speed,
and relatives. .Mrs. Douglas is the
ready to carry on the work at
AB.
H
G.
Pet.
29
111
.423 the same clip when pitched 'into a
daughter, of Mrs.-- S. A. Hume of this Owen
Because the advertiser has done, something to inspire confidence.
.381 game.
city, and is a guest at her .mother's Clark .:
...29 118
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
Mrs. Douglas will be accam- - Klrkland ....
horn
4
11
.363
D.
A.
Lew
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind, his
Mrs.
her
sisiter,
111
29
.360
by
Ellis
Van Winkle awoke from bis
Rip
statements.
.. .
2IT
90
.356
is of Kansas City, aa far as tajr.PriL-iftsyrenserf i I , .
long sleep.
.348
coaFt on her return tQ; the ,i?lande.
29
his
115
business
because
is
trusted
existence
at
be
stake
can
r
He
very,
Buckley
"Wall, any changes??" he inquired.
In the absence of Rev. E. X3. Ander Shirley V.".'
.348 "I
7 "23
'
.
s'pose not."
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
Methodist
the
First
.333
9
son, pastor ,of(
2.
some
the
have
"There
been
Padlllaji?
changes
only in making the1 goods right, but in advertising, which
.324
111
28
church, who left today for a several Lockhart .
while," the villagers told him. "The
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
Dr.
In
the mountains,
'92
.315
. 25
days', outing
Mclntyre
Panama canal Is nearly dug."
secure repeat orders.
good
Frank H. H. Roberts, pre?ident of the Ward
.313
48
...13
"I heard that twenty years ago."
New Mexico Normal University, will Lyons
.311
29
119
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name but it
"Roosevelt is no longer infallible."
8
.200
25
occupy the pulpit of the church next Barr ..
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
"That makes me open one eye,"
13
4
'.154 admitted Rip.
Sunday morning and evening. The T. Lochard!
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be.000
7
2
morning service will begin at 11 Murphy
is in the pennant race
"Washington
8
at
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
4
o'clock and the evening service
.000 this
1
Stevens
year."
exIs
invitation
cordial
A
o'clock.
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
The old fellow gasned.
342.341
tended to all.
......1007
Totals
money in telling others of their goodness.
"Well, times have chanfed," quoth
a-Fe-

sister-in-law-

p

i.

.

p

;

WMY

IT.PAYSil'O BUY.

.

Second Held artillery at Vancouver
retired
barracks, was placed on the
DILLINGHAM REFUSES.
own aphis
on
today
of
the
army
list
Senator Dill
Aug.
Washington,
from
is
Conklin.
plication. Colonel
declined to
has
Vermont,
of
from
ingham
New York, and was graduated
of the
serve on the
West Point in 1881
senate foreign relations committee
rehe charged with Investigation of the
If a man' going to explain why
States
United
the
in
street ported fomenting
can't pay a debt is on a blocked
revolutions in Cuba' and Mexico.
a
be
to
traveling
him
to
seems
car it
Senator Borah has been substituted.
mile a minute.

i

he.
Willis I suppose you think that
baby of yours will become president
some day.
, Giltis
Maybe not president, but he
will be In the raca after the nomination, all right. He keeps the whole
place in an uproar, uses indescribable language, and can go without
sleep for a week.

"So he took you out

It Always

the
other evening?"
"Yes, what of it?"
"Dou you think he is in love with
you?"

auto-ridin- g

,

"I think so. I know that every
time I spoke to him the auto tried to
climb a tree or jump a fence."

Pays
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LAS VEGAS GARAGE

Girls of sixteen and even younger
often write me for complexion formulas and I always feel like saying the
same thing to them all:
"My dear children, you have It In
your own bands to possess not only a
good, but very likely a beautiful, complexion."
And If I did say this thing I should
be speaking the absolute truth.
Now let us consider the complexion
defects which afflict so many girls be
tween the ages of twelve and eighteen.
Pimples, oily skin and large pores are
the chlefest ones, and these are largely attributable to unhygienic habits.
The proof of the statement Is that
girls who are looked after very carefully and 'who are warned by their

M BIEHL, Propietor

Ave
447
Main
Phone
416 Grand

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hife

'

A. EL Lorenz
Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmith ng,
Carriage. Painting

mothers against mental excitement,
rarely have them. Left to their own
Judgments about their health, the girls
with complexion worries have neglect
eavy
DEALER
ed their bowels, Ignored the ImporHardware and
tance of the ho bath, been lazy about
exercise, have eaten coarse or highly
Wagon Material
seasoned foods, have drunk too much
Ice water, have slept In close rooms
and done everything else they ought
not to have done. Of what benefit to
hese young ostriches would cosmetics
PETER P. MACKEL be?
Their heads are buried in the
HOUSE AND 6IGN PAINTING
sand of ignorance as to the needs of
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging their own little bodies, and there Is
but wake up their undernothing
and Glazing.
to
as
the operations of nastanding
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
ture herself.
Town
.
.
.
.Old
flfest Side Plaza
There Is that much abused organ,
the liver, to which Is Intrusted so
many of the chemical processes of the
body. If It Is clogged through having
too much work thrown upon It as in
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
gormandizing or when deprived of 'the
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and mechanical action needed to stimulate
the flow of Its Juices, as In a sedentary
General Repairing
life, It Is not ordinary waste matter
520-6t- h
Street
E. Las,Vegas which Is thrown back into the blood,
but foreign products which no organ
knows what to do with. It Is this con
dition, the existence of poisonous mat
ter, which gives rise to so many com
Automobile, Carriage &
plexion defects, and, when the liver Is
so clogged there is nothing to do but
give the system a complete clearing
out. An innocent little dose of castor
N. 0. HERMAN
oil, bought at the drug store for ten
cents and doctored with five drops of
Grand'Ave
429
brandy to keep it from griping, will
start the liver to a better action
through freely moving the bowels. The
oil must be taken on an empty stomach on going to bed, and the next
morning it is wise to take a bottle of
citrate of magnesia to start the movement of the Intestines and further
NEWLY REMODELED
clear them.
A diet of laxative foods after this
Private Baths and Lavatories
will continue the good work of keeping
Private Telephones the bowels in easy order, all fresh
jSteaui'Heat
fruits, cooked rhubarb, cooked and raw
Kates
per aay ana up
prunes, spinach and greens coming un
der this head. As a beautlfler to the
AMERICAN PLAN
skin, and a gentle laxative, molasses
Rates
Week
orMouth
by
Special
too, is unequaled, but it is necessary
to get the very dark, rich kind and eat
it with coarse bread, such as graham
and rye, whose rough grain is very
beneficial in clearing the bowels. A
Sufficient quantity of pure drinking
water between meals, this taken hot or
cold, is required, and if a squeeze of
lemon Juice is added to the hot water
at least once a day the complexion is
further cleared. Other drinks of a
freshening sort to the skin might be
sassafras and spearmint tea. The
sassafras Is prepared by steeping the
roots in boiling water, and the infu
sion may be taken hot or cold.
This getting of the bowels in good
order and keeping them so with fresh
foods and drinking water is required
for the preliminary treatment of every
skin trouble pimples, large pores.
oily condition, discolorations and
The sun Is mighty hot, hut our Ice
Even freckles, those teasing
la cooling. You will not notice the little skin sprites which are so hard
heat so t much If you have plenty of to banish, are more easily dispersed
our pure Ice in the house. Remember, and dimmed If the bowels are cleared
our Ice Is free from, germs, made first.
As to other foods useful for clearing
from pure distilled water, the latest the
complexion, milk, sweet and sour,
sanitary methods are employed and Is undoubtedly beautifying, milk pos
all deliveries are promptly made. Or sessing the lactic acid which bleaches
the skin, and being about the most
der today.
natural of all foods to the stomach
THE CRYSTAL ICE CC.
Sweet butter Is also preferable to salt,
while a liberal diet of green salads
Phone Main 227
prepared with olive oil and lemon
Juice, through the help they give-iHay fever and asthma make August the digesting of heavier foods, is cera month of Intense suffering to many tainly to be recommended. The anaepeople. Foley's Honey and Tar Com- mic girl who needs all the nourishment
pound, gives prompt ease and relief, she can get should, however take her
and Is" soothing and healing to the In- salad with mayonnaise, which is in a
flamed membranes Wm. M. Mere-the- way quite solid food and easily di
N. Searsport, Me., says:"A few gested as well. In fact, the more
doses of Foley's Honey 'and Tar
olive oil the thin, pale girl takes the
relieved me of a severe attack better, and it would do her far more
causbottle
a
of asthma and less than
than harm if she consumed, beed a complete cure." Refuse substit- good four raw
sides,
eggs a day.
Red
Cross
utes. O. G. Schaefar and
Drug Store.
IN-H-

to-d-

H. C. YOUNG

si an pniiiTina

!
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The "Progressive" Party
Is the Individual, man or woman, who
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache,
rheumatism, weak back, and other kidney and bladder irregularities. Foley
Kidney Pills are healing, strengthening, tonic, and quick to produce beneficial results. Contain no harmful
drugs. Never sold in bulk. Put up in
two sizes in sealed bottles. The genuine in a yellow package. O. G. Schaef-e- r
and Red Cross Drug Store.

Needle Work Bit.
A little piece of needle work that a
woman who embroiders can finish In
a couple of hours or so is In linen ol
flat bow shape stamped around the
edge for scalloping and at each ' side
the center for two big eyelets. The
rabat that falls below this place ie
filso stamped for scalloping and with
a small pattern on the end. The eyelets are to be threaded with a velvet
ribbon bow.

PROBLEM

Perkins Quickly Explained ths
High Cost of Living t9 the,
Village

Directory
V.:Z5. H.

SOLVED

Loafer,

W wr sittlnsr around the redhot
stove in the lobby of the village tav
ern, and Just when a silence naa
Tallen upon the group one man turned
to another and asked:
Snuar Perkins. If you dont mlnd.i
'd like to ask you a question."
The squire didn't say whether he
minded or not, but the other went
ihead with:
"It's about this 'ere high cost of liv
ing. Have you flggered out wnaia
the reason for It?"
"I have," was the answer.
"Then I'd like to hear it."
"Did you raise any wheat, corn or
Dats last year?"
"Noap."
"Any potatoes, beets or carrots?"
"Noap.".
"Didn't raise nothing whatever tff

sat?"
'Guess I didn't."
'Just ate all you could of what oth
er folks raised?"
Looks that way."
'Anil ant Atannd and let your wife
take in washing to support you?"
"Why, she likes to wasn.
vour Question.
"Wn Vn
You and 100,000 lazy loafers like you
boosted the cost of living;
1 expected to see a row iouow, out
none came. There was a minute 01
suspense and then the questioner
yawned and stretched and exclaimed:'
"Well, by thunder! i ve Deen puza
zling over that matter for more'n
In
year and here you have solved It
three mlnits!" Detroit.

anwrd

News-Tribun-

HARD-WORKIN- G

SWISS

DOGS

They Are Used as Draft Anlmali
and Are Not Always wen
Treated.
j.
An amended law for the prevention
of cruelty to animals, such as thai
which came into force in England on
New Year's day. Is much needed In
Not that the Swiss as 1
Switzerland.
nation are cruel to animals, one ol
the best proofs of which is the num
ber of sleek cats about. For when
people have learned to be kind to cats
they have generally learned to b
fairly kind to animals In general.
But, whether from thoughtlessness 01
some other cause, there is a good deal
to be desired in the way draft doga
are treated in Switzerland. Dogs, ai

every visitor ' to the country must
have observed, are still employed
there for drawing or helping to draw
all kinds of light carts. Most milk

men and bakers employ dogs when
taking around milk or bread. Butch
ers and vegetable fruit sellers also
use them. These dogs are, of course,
all of strong build, but of very different breeds, those most commonly employed being of the St Bernard ot
mastiff race. On a market day the
streets of Berne' are full of them,
As a rule they do not look 111 fed and
their harness fits them well. Nevertheless, It is evident that they are
often hard worked, for they may be
seen lying stretched full length asleep
on the cold, wet ground, or even on
the snow, and this, after they have
been heated by the exertipn of pulling, frequently causes pneumonia 01
rheumatism. Pall Mall Gazette.
Laziness.
Persons may share the common
complaint of laziness without any appreciation of how far it Is responsible
for the saddest cases of mental and
moral disintegration.
Laziness is really the key to a large share of what
passes for lack of balance and perhaps
for Insanity. It takes hold In the
schoolroom where pupils slight the
work they most need because they
like it least. Having shirked the
studies which would have done most
to balance their mentalities, they proceed to emphasize this lopsidedness
by refraining from, every line of endeavor which is not to their liking.
They find a hundred excuses for doing so, but nearly always their excuses
are not reasons. They do only what
they like until finally they do not like
doing that. Then they drift and re
gret that the ravens of today are not
as active in their charities as In the
days of Elijah.
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LOBBY REST ADOANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

THE BEST
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Regular
Frances hurried to the telephone.
munication
first
"Hello!" she said, brightly. But In
M-third Thursday lm ak
a minute her voice broke. "No, you
have the wrong number."
imutu. luiuiis wvw
She put her pretty head on the
rs cordially invited.
table and began to cry. "Oh, RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVER- N. O. Harman, W. It; 9. K. Murray,
dear, oh dear! It's always the wrong
TISEMENTS
Secretary,
number. No one ever wants me. Oh,
dear, I'm so miserable!"
'
When she had first looked cheerful- Five cents per line each Insertion. LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
ly at the new white card by the tele- Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-- 4
phone she did not know that the num- No ad to occupy less space than two
jiular ooacUT aaoaa4
ber would be of no consequence to a line. All advert Is menta
charged
In each moatb at Ma- In
soul
OccasionChicago.
solitary
will be booked at space actually set,
would
her
sonlo
ally George,
Temple at 7:20 p. m. U v.
young husband,
Re
call her up, from his office, but usually without regard to number of words. Boucher. 8. C; Cha. Tucme.
all day long Frances stayed In the Cash In advanes preferred.
oordr.
apartment with a silent telephone. If
It did ring It was somebody who had
the wrong number.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. , ROYAL
eohvoca-So Frances cried. She had cried beARCH MAONS-gib- M
cause she was lonesome, for she knew
tloa irst Moaday In each
no one In the big city. She cried betamth at Maaonla Tam-pl1
ikLtS
cause she was tired, homesick
and
at T:$t p. m. M. R.
miserable and because her sobs were
H. P.; F. O.
Wimuna,
company for ber in a sad sort of way,
.
Secretary-Blood,
)
a bit consoling.
The first few weeks she had not
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 1
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. t, O. E.
cried. "Be busy and you will be hap-would
The
she
say.
py,"
tiny flat glisfeta trst and third Fridays in
tened with cleanliness.
MasoftU Tswpla. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
After a while this did not satisfy
Worthy Katrot; Jams O. Rati edge
ber. She had reduced ber housework
Worthy Fatrom; Krs. George Tripp,
and marketing to a system and It took BOYS AND GIRLS Earn good money
Secretary. Phone tfsia 121, 120
orto
flat
in
very little time
keep the
during vacation at pleasant work
Gramd arenas.
der. George had seen her dresses
boosting for New Mexico. Outfit
again and again and good dinners
free. Write today for our offer.
were a matter of course. At first
New Mexico Magazine, Las Cruces FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
Frances tried extra housework as an
10S Meets every
Monday night at
New Mexico.
antidote for loneliness, but after her
O. R. C. Hall, on Souiiaa avenue, at
violent scrubbing had taken the shine
8 o'clock.
Visiting member are
Dff the kitchen ware, after she had WANTED
Girl for general house
cordially welcome. B. B. Gearing,
broken some vases by needless dustwork In family of two. No washing
1. T. Buklar, aecrstary;
ing and spilled furniture polish- on the
or ironing. Good wages. Gilbert E, prealdent;
C. H. Bally, treaaarar.
rug she stopped. Her trousseau was
Rosenwald.
Inquire E. Rosenwald
still new and did not require the atand Son.
tention of sewing or shopping. On the
MODERN WOODMEN OF AM ERIC
few occasions she had left her neigh
Meet In the forest of broth erb
borhood she had become lost. She had WANTED A competent store cterk.
iove at Woodmen of the Worie
always lived in a small town and the
Must be able to speak Spanish.
halL on the second and fourth Tr
noise of the city streets and the
Single man preferred. Address La
srowds In the stores confused her.
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CI
Cueva Ranch (Co.', La Cueva, New
All her experiments bad failed. So
Consul; G. Laemmie, Clerk. Vteii
Mexico.
Frances cried. In the midst of her
Ing neighbors are especially we
grief the door bell rang.
coma
and cordially invited,
WANTED Competent cook. . Apply
"A peddler," Frances said, doleful
1108 Seventh street.
ly. She wiped her eyes and opened
Mrs. W. G.
the door. ' It was not a peddler, but a
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645,
Haydon.
sweet, young woman. She carried
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
some letters.
ot the month In the vestry
Tuesday
"I am Mrs. Allen from across the
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 1
"I brought
hall,"; she said, timidly.
o'clock p. m. Tlaitlng brothers are
up your mall."
Isaac Appel,
oordfiJly mvlted,
Frances took the letters mechanical FOR SALE (Baby carriage, 1009 Main,
ly. Then she noticed that the powder
President; Charles Greenclay, Secwas suspiciously thick around the eyes FOR SALE
retary.
Single comb Rhode Is
and nose of her visitor. Clearly Mrs.
land Reds In pairs, $1.60 and up. E,
Allen had been crying, too. ImpulKNIGHTS OF COLUMBU8, COUNCU
S Lewis, Phone Main 323.
sively Frances put out her hand.
.NO. 804. Meets second and fowl
"I wish you would come in," she
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Plonee
SALiS
wa
laid.
Buffet, chairs, rugs and
building. Visiting members are ce
The two
young women
Baby bed. Used only three months.
sat down In the living room. "It was
1215 Seventh street
dlally lnvied. Peter Emenaker, G.
kind of you to bring the letters,"
K., Richard Devlne, F. S.
Frances began.
WHITE Wyandotte hens, 50c, 75c
"Oh, it's nothing," said Mrs. Allen.
and $1.00. Mrs. M. E. Johnson, I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
A pause. "I couldn't help seeing that
1.
Meets every Monday evening a:
Humboldt, Kansas.
ene letter was addressed to Mrs.
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit
Frances Stevens West. I used to hear
my cousin Eula Thomas talk of a
lng brethren cordially invited to at
Frances Steyens, of Plainfleld."
tend. J . D. Fridenstdne, N. O.;
"Oh " cried Frances. "That's I. Is
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M, Ehrood
She is my best for
Eula your cousin?
kjsnt Furnished rooms and Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer:
friend."
two connecting rooms fo- - light
C. Y. Hedgcook, cemetery trustee.
"I heard so much' about you," de
housekeeping. Call 619 Twelfth St.
clared Mrs. Allen. "I didn't know you
Phone Main JGt
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tne
lived in Chicago."
said
Frances.
"I haven't very long,"
day evenings each month, at Wood
"Neither have I," said Mrs. Allen. FOR RENT Six room house furnish'
man hall. Visiting Brothers co
ed. Apply to E. S. Lewis.
"I don't know many people here.''
Invited to attend. A. at
dlally
"I don't know any," Frances replied.
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Sa
"Neither do I," said Mrs. Allen.
FOR RENT Desirable
furnished
retary.
"Do you enjoy the eity?", Frances
rooms for men In Commercial club,

COLU

Knights an
Invite

iHlring

tele-pho-

JV

r

4

cordially

IJc'uas.

Llebac

E.

Chancellor
'".later.
' .irumandar. HafTS

'

Martin, Keeper
Kecords and Seal.

'

T-d-

Mets. second and
fourth Tuesday evening .of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. P.
D. W.
D. McBlroy, Exalted Ruler.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P, O. ELKS
.

ATTORN KY8

a,

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker
Attorney
Las Veeaa.

'

For slo

tear-staine- d

For flsnt

'

"Well," replied Mrs. Allen, "It has
so many advantages. There are so
many things to do and see The theaters and concerts are fine. One does
not waste time over social trivialities."
"Yes," said Frances. "And the modern conveniences simplify housekeeping so that there Is time for the advantages. I I like It."
"I don't," declared Mrs. Allen with
'
decision.
"Neither do I," said Frances, with
sudden decision.
"You see," said Mrs. Allen, growing
confidential, "I came from a small
I'm
town where I knew everybody.
not used to the city and I don't know
my way about There is so little to do
when my husband Is away. Why,
sometimes I have asked Central to
ring my telephone to know If It's In

All conveniences.
$15 per month.
See porter or Geo. A. Fleming, Sec

--

retary.
FOR ' RENT

light
street.

Furnished
housekeeping.
'

rooms for
417 ' Eighth

FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
rooms, bath, electric lights, etc. Al
so single room, excellent location,
318

Eighth street.

'

FOR RENT Furnlsed room forjlght
810 Lincoln avenue
housekeeping.
FOR RENT Three new rooms furnished for light housekeeping. 921
Lincoln.

Ijm

Iba.
Iba,
SM Ike.

1,M

at

'

HUNKER

rwter

Hn

A

at Law.
New Mer

PHYSICIANS
DR. H. W. HOUF
Residence 1016 Fifth St
Office 606
Grand Avenue
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main 41
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.

DENTISTS
DR. CLIFFORD PLEW, DENTIST

Successor to
E L. Hammond
Office 7 Crockett Building.
Phone Main 115
Residence Phone Olive 6462.

Dr.

LOCAL

'

Cheering the Kaiser.
The bravery displayed by the musicians on the Titanic and the similar
exhibition on the English ship Birken
head recalls also the patriotic conduct
of the band on board the German gun
boat litis, which went to the bottom
of the Chinese sea on August 25, 1896,
The scene was at that time described order."
"That's how it is with me," said
by one of the few survivors of the
disaster, which claimed 118 ctf the Frances. "Don't you want to see my
litis' crew. He said that the men apartment?"
u
stood at parade, the band played y Alter tne tour 01 msyeuuuu,
"Hefl Dlr lm Siegerkranz" with all which Mrs. Allen had been properly
the precision and force of which they enthusiastic, Frances said timidly: "I
were capable and swinging their caps, would be so glad if you would stay to
the officers and men went down cheer tea."
"I'd lave to," she answered, "if you
ing the kaiser;
will let me bring over my fresh cake."
The tea party progressed famously,
Women Fought Wtth pitchforks.
The brides forgot their tears and laid
A duel with pitchforks took place
for shopping and matinees and
at Dijon, near Paris, France, the other plans
to Introduce their husbands.
promised
day, between two women. They both Mrs. .Alien gave Frances the cake that
worked In a biscuit factory, and were was left and was presented in turn
The women with a
continually quarreling.
panful of new rolls. The two
In their workroom,' tired of the
affectionately ,
parted
perpetual bickerings, advised them to
"1 am so glad you came over," said
settle their differences in a fight The Frances. "This is the first time I
two women armed themselves with
have had company."
pitchforks and fought in a lonely
"It Is the first time I have been, to
field. News of the duel soon spread, a
party," said Mrs. Allen.
and the police hurried to the field
"Neither have we," said the brides.
where they found one of the women Atd from that time on life in the great
lying unconscious with a wound in her city grew pleasant. The loneliness
head.
had been dispelled.
Died
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TII!E CASD

EAST BOUND

e

Arrive

I....

1:10 p. m...... I:1S
No. 4. ...11:06 p m
11:10
No. 8.... 1:15 a. m...... 1:25
2:10
No. 10.... 1:45 p. m.

No.

p. m
av--

f.

a. ss
a. as

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
..1:46
6:10 a. m.......6:15
4:50
No. 7. .....4:40 p. m..
7:00
No. 9
6:35 p. m

No. 1
No. 3

p.

m

p.
p.
p. a

$100 REWARD $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleared to learn that there is at least
one dread disease that science has
been able to cure in all Its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional treatment Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The proprietors have so much faith in Its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that it falls
to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J, CHENEY & CO., To-

'

ledo, Ohio.
,
Sold by all drugsts, 75a

Take Hall's
Family Pills for consti'

pation.

RETAIL PRICES

-

Mora, Each Delivery

Mr 1Jf

to IQSS Iba, Each Dell vary
ta 1.CC Iba, Eaot. DaBvery
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Eaeh OaRvary
Laae Than M Iba, Each Delivery
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AGUA PURA COMPAiNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the Purit
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veeas
Famaus-Off- ice
701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ad
Are Best
13

Lost
LOST Class pin bearing " L. V. H.
S. '12." Return to 1033 Seventh St

rs

' One of

the most common complaints
that hard working peoplo are afflicted
with is lame back. Apply Chamberlain's liniment twice a day and massage the parts thoroughly at each application, and you will get quick relief.
For sale by all dealers.
PARCEL POST TO PANAMA
Washington. Aug; 1. The parcel
post system recently agreed upon by
the United States and the republic of
Panama was put Into operation today.
The agreement in regards to weight,
etc., is the same as the similar agreements existing between the United
States and the principal European

Classified ads, search out thelpeople to whom
amoar ai
BUY-- the
particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. id this newspaper and would
never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper,
want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness
of any"
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers 'of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to. be the finders of the
best markets!
of those who MIGHT

.
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Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
Line of The Procession And See That The Project is
Brought to a Successful Conclusion.

t

ij
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It

That You Boost Your Business.
,V

P

You Can do it by Advertising.

J,

li

;

f

I

1

'

f f9

"k

Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willing to join in any scheme that
will be for the benefit and betterment of Las Vegas.
Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's job department can turn out beautiful work of that variety.
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1, 1912.

See window display of new mid
summer felts. Strass'.

a

Ln

OPTIC, THURSDAY, AUGUST

DAILY

See Van Petten tor lnsuranc.3.

White Kitchen. Best homemade
bread, Crystal creamery butter, extra
fancy grade of coffee, home cooking.
The clean place. Meals 25 cents.

Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

"Everybody's Doing It Now." Copies of this popular song have been received by the Romero Book and StaOur entir line of summer millinery
street
tionery Company on Bridge
f
off. Strass'.
and are selling for 25 cents each.

OF A GAR OF LATE VALENCIA ORANGES

One-Hal-

This Seasons Finest Fruit

lUpe sxnd
35-4-

Size

Bright-Go- od
(EL

50-6- 0

0

The Ladies' Baptist Aid society has
Its bake sale until a week
Owliiig to a washout east of Ia Junfrom Saturday.
ta on the rive? division of the Santa
Fe, westbound trains through Las VeDon't forget 'the roller skating and gas this morning were several hours
dance at Rosenthal hall tonight, com late. The California limited, due here
at 6:15 o'oclock this morning did not
mencing at 8 o'clock.
arrive until 12:30 o'clock and train No,
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged 1 was an hour and a half late this
In the wood. Direct from distillery afternoon.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
postponed

70c

PER. DOZEN

:

MED1TEE8AM 8IEET 0HA1ES

:

.FF.0'1 20 CENTS

A COZEN

The W. C. T. U. will hold a meet
ing at the home of Mrs. Shank, 513
East Douglas, Friday, at 2:30 p. m.
All who are Interested In thjs cause
are invited to be present. Election of
officers lor the ensuing year will

C?

AV IS
THE CASH GROCER

W.Hart, the achltect, has.
from hie offices In the First National bank building to tae Roth
on the south side of Douglas ave
nue. Mar. Hart will occupy th.e suite of
rooms with George E. Morrison, the
civil engineer.
EL

Crystal Clean
'

GOLDEN

Unfermenied

CATAYOA

The fight pictures at the Isls tonight, Friday and Saturday were the
only pictures taken, andVthey show
the fight from start to finish;' also
some pictures of the crowd that attended and some street scenes of Las
Vegas on the Fourth. See it as the
camera saw It. Admission 25 and
50 cents.
.

1

la
I

BASS ISLAND GRAPE JUICE
.

"...

The Champadne of Temperance

The Royal Neighbors of America
will hold a social at the home of Mrs.
Fries, 511 National avenue, Friday
evening at ' the invitation of Mrs.
Fries. Music and refreshments will
be provided. The invitation is extended to the Modern Woodmen and their
families; also to any visiting Royal
Neighbors. An excellent program has
been arranged and it is expected that
a good time will be enjoyed by all at

Beverages
"

35 and 65

c6rt

Sizes

afternoon during the
thunder and rain storm about 4
olcloc(k' lightning struck a tree in
front of the Ward home, lit 6 Elev
enth street, playing some peot.llar
antics before Its force had been spent.
The tree was ripped up the side and
u hole a foot deep w
t at its
ibase. The lightning Jumped from
the tree to the home ,of A.' Ramey,
close by, entering .the house through
he electric light wires, burning out
two fuses and shocking Mrs Rainey
and daughter. Mr. Ward, who was
sitting on his front porch when the
lightning struck, was thrown several
feet out of his chair, and tnough stun.
ned waS'not hurt. The storm was cf
short duration, but while It lasted the
rain poured down in torrents, muct
as if Old Sol had upset one of his
rain barrels on the city. Clear cool
atmosphere followed the storm, and
the rain was appreciated by all, even
those who were caught out in it without umbrellas.
Yesterday;

,
WYOMING. CLOUDBURST.
Rock Springs, Wyo., Aug. 1. Crops
in this flection were washed out and
small property loss' was suffered by
water from a cloudburst that broke
over the Point of Rocks section late
last night. No loss of lira ' reported.
A

TEACHERS

WILL BE

STEARNS

.

ii

announce that they have completed
the installation of machinery for the
concentration of ores in their plant,
and will receive all kinds of ore for
concentration at a very reasonable
price; will give mill run tests on
any quantity desired. The capacity
of the plant is 50 tons of ore per
day. Mill is situated 16 miles from
Las Vegas. The freight rate on ore
per ton from Las Vegas to the mil.
is 3. Address all commumcatio.is
to Margarito Romero, general manager, El Porvenir, N. M.

grocer:"
GOAL ACJB
NUT'
LUMP
r
AND
RETAIL
WHOLESALE

SUITE

Dollars in Wear, or
Cents in Washing
f

We have on hand a complete stock of

SEEN KCSS,

Which are you savlngT
A few cents added to your
laundry bill will be well spent

WINDOW SCREENS AND WIEE SCREENING

Prices
At The Most Reasonable
i

if you receive in fetuni a service so conscientious and painstaking that your clothes wear
four times as long.
Soft water, pure soap, careful
employes such service means
a weekly economy on clothes
that quickly runs Into dollars.
'
Why not begin this economy
'
this week? A phone' or postal
' will bring a wagon to your door
,

Get our quotations before buying

lag veqac
Phone Main

ui&Biin
150

Old Town

G.

'

promptly.

At

The Home of tie Best of Everything Eat

Las Veas Steam

i

WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY

Laundry
Phone Mtia

California, Colorado and New Mexico Fruits
and Vegetables. Peaches, Plums, Pears, Apples,
Black Raspberries, A p r i c ot is, Cantaloupes,
"x

Watermtlons.

Celery, Radishes, Lettucg,On ions, Green
and Wax Beans, Cauliflower, Summer Squash,
Tomatoes, Cucumbers, New Cabbage.

BE GRAAF

1I1AYUA1

CO. STORE

61

617

Dauglti Are

LOOKS

ASKED TO ASSIST
WILSON TO CALL ON MEMBERS OF
HIS PRQFESSION FOR
SUPPORT

Sea Girt, N. J., Aug. 1. Governor
Wilson had a short conference today
with Willard Saulsbury, national committeeman from Delaware, concerning
the work confronting the campaign
,
committee. '
Henry Morganthau of New York,
who Is spoken of in connection with
the chairmanship, called on the governor, today.
Governor

SAYS PROGRESSIVE CONVENTION
WILL BE REPRESENTATIVE
GATHERING

I

f

r

Being sunburned on the back is a
sure sign somebody Is coming along
to slap you there.

FLORISTS

r

m

r

t

YJ
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' Exact fit is
absolutely necessary in low shoes
and Kefal Oxfords are the only
low-cuin which you can be sure of getting exact
fit. Because Rcgals are the only shoes in the
world made in quarter-size- s
just double the usual
number ot
On of the
(rv
It your
u just
tnd
between th; uaual h:
ready-to-we-

ts

I

fl

shoe-htting- s.

11

full size,, you have heretofore
had to choose between ihoet
little too tiijht 01 too loose.
You don't have to accept
near-fi- t
any more. Come to
ui fot pair of Rfgal Oxford
and
and ecur! perfect fit

In Kansas.

Fighting
New York, Aug. 1. The Kansas primary election case, which involves a
unique point of great importance in
the machinery of the national elec
tion, was laid before the Justices of
the supreme court here today.
Directly or indirectly the decision
of the Justices will settle whether

eight candidates tor presidential electors who have declared they will vote
in the electoral college for Theodore
Roosevelt may have their names on
the ballot submitted to the people of
Kansas at the republican primary
election on August 6. Emergency
action by the court was necessary so
"that the primary ballots might be
printed In time for the election.
"This case involves more dynamite
than any that has been handed up to
this court since the period of recon
struction," declared Representative
Jackson, attorney for the defendants.
he said, "the broad
"It Jnvolves
question of state and national author
ity."
Speaking of the promises of the
candidates for electors he said:
"These are political promises and
such as It Is in the court's power to
enforce."
He agreed that the- petitioners had
lost their right of redress because
they did not follow the law in objecting to the petitions within three days
after they wore f;)ed although they
knew the situation then as well as
they do no.
"Suppose," asked Justice Pitney,
the Roosesro.t electois weie success
ful at tbe primaries, how would the
Taft supporters be able to register
their choice at the NooncDer

r

Your Exact Fit
In Kcgal Oxfords

ed."

Mr. Jackson explained

that

20 can

comfort.

$350

$400

FX GP.EENBERGER

'

SOLEfAGENT
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Oil
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Shipment of the Famous Economy
Fruit Jars
,

Use These Jars Once 5xnd
You Will Use no Other
Self Sealing, No Rubber Ring, Wide
Mouth At Lowest Prices

Just a Few

121

Rlefrigera-tor-

Left vt 25 per

s

Cent Off the Regula--

Price

r

J. C JOHNSEN & SON

didates for electors had been designated while only ten shalf be chosen.
Of these, only the eight in dispute
have declared themselves for Roose;

"Complete Furnishers of The Home."

velL

"FORI"

00UlDlltS,

Ciiinimon Rolls

"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next 6oor to POST OFFICE

CUED

era

GOODS

Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

QUALITY
ASK

--

For

Noted

J
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Chicago, Aug.
Progressive
ers from several states arrived here
today as the vanguard of the delegations to come for the progressive national convention Monday.
Senator Dixon said that Governor
Johnson of California would call the
convention to order as chairman of the
national committee and
provisional
would Introduce the temporary chairman, former Unltod Slates Senator AI
bert J. Beverldge of Indiana.
"Our arrangements are in excellent
Bhape," said Senator Dixon. "It is go
ing to be a big convention with every
portion of the country well represent-

NOW $1.25 PER DOZEN
EEDSMEN
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Lots of Nice Cut Roses'
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BAKERY GOODS
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ATTENDANCE

"Then," remarked Justice Vande- Wilson received today a
involved is
"the question
venter,
of
Samf
ord
H.
W.
suggestion from
Roosevelt electors shall
the
whether
nationwide
a
that
Ala.,
Montgomery,
the right to run as republicans
organlaztlon of school teachers be have
on the republican ballot?"
Mir.
Wilson
for
work
during
to
formed
Mr. Jackson declared that the Peti
the campaign'. The governor was
Sam- - tioners were not Injured because if
Mr.
and
idea
the
with
pleased
wish to vote for the
ford probably will see Mr. MoOombs they did not
Roosevelt
candidates, they
eight
of
the
menfbers
campaign
and other
could vote for the Taft candidates if
committee to suggest details.
both sets were onthe regular ballot.
Representative Ollle M. James of
notification
the
of
chairman
Kentucky,
committee, discussed with Governor
Wilson the plan of the ceremony of
notification heer on August 7. Senator
FRESH EVERY DAY
O'Gorman of New York arrived and
Joined the conference between Gover
nor Wilson and Representative James,
After! the conference report James
announced that the ceremony of noti
fication would be held at 3 o'clopk in
the afternoon of August 7. "This ceremony will be in true Jeffersonlan and
Best in
City
Wilsonlan simplicity," said Mr. Jones.
The notification committee, Mr.
James said, would meet at the Hotel
Imperial, New York,, on August 7 and
come here in a body. As Mr. James
was leaving, a deleation of 150 or
Bread, Rolls,
more of the Wilsbn and Marshall dem
'0
ocratic association of Washington, D.
C called on the governor.
j
CcoMes, Pies,

PERRY ONION & SON
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Fried Cakes end

507 Siitb Stmt

WuTO

FOR
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tending.
READY FOR BUSINESS.
The Romero Mining Co. wishes to

DIXON

PURITY

YOUStOlCER

f OS "FOET"

te

two justices, sitAny decision by
ting on the merits of: the case would
and the would be no dansettle
ger of further contests after the pri
ma'- 'election or the general election
in NoWmben said Mr. Jackson,

Jt
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Roosevelt Plans Lonfl Trip.
Oyster Bay, Aug. 1. The attitude!
of the national progressive party to
ward the negro, is taken up at length
in a careful statement which Colonel
Roosevelt completed today. , Neither
of the old parties, Colonel Roosevelt
asserted, had met the negro question
fairly and honestly. The democratic
party, he said, was openly against the
negro and the republican party had
placed the black man in the soutu
on an artificial basis, so far as his
relations with the r party are con
cerned. The republican convention
at Chicago, Colonel Roosevelt said,
illustrated bis point,
The southern delegates, he continued, were In many cases boss picked
and controlled aud represented little
,

,

lit.

CLEANLINESS
BRAND

more than the aspirations of a handful of men for patronage. In early
September he will begin what probably will be the longest campaign
trip ever made by a candidate for the
presidency, which will take bJm into
almost every "state in the country if
no into every one.
Keynote Is Sounded
Denver, Aug. 1. The keynote address by Temporary Chairman I. N.
Stevens of Denver in which he declared the1 progressive movement was based on the "demand of the people for
social, political and industrial Justice"
occupied practically the entire morning session of the state progressive
convention, which opened here at 11
o'clock today. The chairman declared
that the' remedies were: first, poli
tical to enable the Individual to get
back the power assured him under the
constitution ,and second, the adoption
'
of economic remedies.

Everybody roads The Optic.

